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Managing stakeholders – all the people, groups and organisations that  
are affected by projects – can be a tricky business. 

We’ve all been there: desperately trying to reconcile a client’s 
demands with someone else’s needs. This can be challenging 
enough on a small scale. On larger projects, managing 
stakeholders effectively reaches a whole new level. 

From updating locally-affected communities regularly, to 
taking into consideration their worries and frustrations, gaining 
stakeholder approval is absolutely an important part of the project 
manager’s job. We sent journalist Emma De Vita to investigate 
how major projects achieve this (see page 24). From constructing 
a new nuclear reactor in Somerset to building Crossrail and HS2 
across the UK, the key lessons to take away are transparency and 
continuous dialogue. 

Engaging stakeholders isn’t just something that a project 
manager should do at the beginning of a project. It must happen 
throughout the delivery, and even afterwards, to ensure that 
stakeholders feel like they are being listened to and that their 
concerns are being addressed. This isn’t about just paying lip 
service, either; stakeholders must be taken seriously or your 
project simply will not fly.

This is something that our cover star, David Waboso, knows 
a thing or two about. The newly-appointed president of APM is 
London Underground’s capital programmes director, and has spent  
much of his career interfacing between large projects and the general public.

His experience of delivering world-class projects is vast, and the skills that he is 
bringing to APM will be extremely valuable to its members. I sat down with David to  
hear about his vision for taking the association forward – read about his plans on page 35.

This issue of Project coincides with the APM Project Management Conference, 
sponsored by 20|20 Business Insight, which will be held in London on Thursday 21 April. 

The conference theme, ‘World Class: Transforming You, Your Organisation and Our 
Profession’, is certain to help you become a better professional, and I am looking forward 
to meeting as many of you as possible at the event. Until then, I hope you will enjoy this 
issue of Project.
Jason Hesse
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Government departments are paying 
external project managers more 
than double the rate of their Civil 
Service-employed counterparts
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External project managers hired 
by government departments 
earn an average day rate of 
£478, according to a National 
Audit Office report. This 
compares to an average of  
£212 per day for an equivalent 
Civil Service-employed  
project professional.

Project management staff 
account for 29 per cent of  
the government’s annual  
spend on consultants and 
temporary staff and the  
number continues to grow,  
as departments try to combat 
the ongoing skills shortage.

While it is not unusual for 
freelance consultants to charge 
significantly more than their 
permanent counterparts, this 
reliance on external project 
managers is costing the 
government tens of millions  
of pounds per year.

Although Whitehall’s 
spend on consultants and 
temporary staff has reduced 
by £1.5bn since 2010, it is now 
on the increase, with figures 
totalling between £400m and 

£600m more than in 2012. 
By employing more in-house 
project managers, government 
departments could make  
major savings.

“Significant skills shortages 
remain in the areas needed 
to transform government, 
including project management 
and ICT, which are common 
specialisms of consultants  
and temporary staff,” the  
report notes.

The Infrastructure and 
Projects Authority (formerly 
the Major Projects Authority) 
has voiced concerns over 
departments increasingly 
relying on external support, 
because “they have lost  
project management skills  
in permanent staff in recent 
years as a result of high  
staff turnover”. 

Several key departments 
reported that they find it 
difficult to recruit and retain 
staff with the skills necessary 
to run programmes due to 
restrictions on civil service pay 
rates, and therefore have to 

WHITEHALL DAY RATES FOR EXTERNAL PROJECT MANAGERS

47
number of 

temporary staff in 
Whitehall being paid 

more than £1,000 
per day

£600
average ‘programme 

manager’ day  
rate (£283 for 

equivalent Civil 
Service staff)

77%
average difference  

in pay between 
external and Civil 

Service-employed 
project managers

£515
average ‘senior 

project manager’ 
day rate (£212 for 

equivalent Civil 
Service staff)

£13.5m
potential annual 

saving that Whitehall 
could make by hiring 

more in-house 
project managers

£478
average ‘project 

manager’ day  
rate (£212 for 

equivalent Civil 
Service staff)

pay more for external project 
managers who have the skills 
the departments require.
n The complete report,  
Use of Consultants and  
Temporary Staff, can be  
found at goo.gl/rCIt4I

COMMENT
The underlying 

issues have not been 
fixed. Professional 
workforce planning 
to address skills  
and capacity gaps  
in key areas is 
essential to drive 
down dependency 
on consultants 
 AMYAS MORSE  comptroller  
and auditor general, National 
Audit Office

Whitehall paying project 
managers 77% more 
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AROUND THE UK

WYG PROJECT  
GETS ROYAL SEAL  
OF APPROVAL
A £45m major project, designed and 
managed by project management 
consultancy WYG, received a 
royal seal of approval when it was 
officially opened by the Queen and 
the Duke of Edinburgh.

The University of Surrey’s School 
of Veterinary Medicine, located in 
Guildford, incorporates a modern 
academic building, a veterinary 
clinical skills centre and a veterinary 
pathology centre. As the mechanical 
and electrical engineering design 
service provider, WYG was actively 
involved in the design at every 
stage, from inception through to 
completion, working alongside 
architecture practice PM Devereux.

“We’re delighted to have been 
involved in such an exciting but 
unique project,” said Hossein 
Beheshty, head of building services 
engineering at WYG.

ARTELIA RENEWS 
CONTRACT WITH SHELL
Artelia has won a retendering 
process to provide engineering, 
procurement and construction 
management as well as facility 
management for Shell across 
Europe. The project management 
consultancy has also won new 
countries – Thailand, the Philippines 
and Oman – further strengthening 
its portfolio of activities with the  
oil giant.

“We are delighted that  
our partnership with Shell will 
continue and are looking forward 
to the exciting challenges that the 
expansion of our work together  
will bring,” said Mark Day,  
director of Artelia.

Third of government 
projects classed as failing
One third of major projects (37 projects out of 106) that government 
departments are due to deliver in the next five years are rated as 
‘red’ or ‘amber-red’. This means that they are judged to be in doubt 
or unachievable unless improvements are made, auditors say.

There are currently 149 projects in the Government Major 
Projects Portfolio, which have a combined whole-life cost of £511bn. 
Projects include public service reforms such as the Better Care Fund 
and Universal Credit, as well as large-scale infrastructure projects. 
Seventy-one per cent of these are due to be completed by 2020.

The public sector has a poor track record of delivering projects 
successfully, auditors told the Committee of Public Accounts, 
which commissioned the research. Key recurring issues include 
an absence of portfolio management at both departmental and 
government level; lack of capacity and capability to undertake  
a growing number of projects; and a lack of clear accountability  
for leadership of a project.

“I am concerned that a third of projects monitored by the 
Infrastructure and Projects Authority are red or amber-red and  
the overall picture of progress on project performance is opaque,” 
said National Audit Office comptroller and auditor general Amyas 
Morse. “More effort is needed if the success rate is to improve.”
n Read the full report, Delivering Major Projects in Government,  
at goo.gl/zHxq2O

BREAKDOWN  
OF PROJECTS

55  
government  
transformation and  
service delivery projects 
(at a cost of £175bn)

40 
ICT projects (£20bn)

30
 infrastructure and 
construction projects 
(£170bn)

24 
defence equipment 
projects (£146bn)

DO PROJECTS FACE A DEMOGRAPHIC TIME BOMB? 
The proportion of under-34s becoming programme and project management (PPM) practitioners  
is falling. From a 2006 high of 33 per cent, the proportion of under-34s making up the PPM 
workforce has fallen to 15 per cent, the Arras People Project Management Census shows. Over  
the same period, the over-50s category has risen from making up 19 per cent to 38 per cent.

However, the data looks at the proportion of young people entering PPM – not the volume. Even 
if the proportion of young people becoming practitioners has fallen as an overall percentage, this 
does not equate to the true numbers of young people (the volume) reflecting a ticking time bomb. 
The research does, however, highlight the lack of relevant corporate training for young people.

“While PPM has been pushed as a great career choice, it would appear that the opportunities 
have not been available for the under-34s to join the workforce, as organisations have cut back 
investment in training and development, and have focused on ‘ready-to-use’ practitioners,”  
said Lindsay Scott, director of Arras People.



The second Dubai International Project 
Management Forum (DIPMF) was held  
in November 2015, gathering 1,400 project 
management professionals to discuss the 
future of the profession in the Middle East.

The 54 keynote speakers at the three-day 
event focused on how project management 
can support innovation. Speakers called  
for the corporate development of innovation 
and the dissemination of knowledge  
to encourage employees to engage in  
positive practices of project management.

One of the event’s key takeaways focused 
on leadership. Delegates agreed that the 
role of the leader is to unleash innovative 
ideas among work teams; nurture a working 
environment conducive to this by promoting 
corporate innovation; and stage tailor- 
made projects to hone the skills of project 
patrons, considering them an integral part  
of projects’ success.

“The leader needs to be involved in the 
detail of project management, paying 
visits to work sites to meet the working 

team and gain access to diverse sources of 
information,” Laila Faridoon, chairperson of 
the DIPMF organising committee, explained.

On the subject of innovation, the 
consensus was that adopting a flexible 
project management approach is the  
optimal model for managing innovation 
projects, in addition to focusing on 
obtaining an added-value rather than  
a trial-and-error method.

“Organisations have to chart out well-
defined procedures for tracking projects 
through Project Management Offices 
rather than merely conducting project 
management procedures,” said Faridoon. 

“This means giving significant attention 
to coordination between projects and 
operations to achieve bigger successes. 
Realising benefits has to be part and  
parcel of the success parameters of  
projects and, accordingly, there must  
be a well-defined regulatory framework  
to assess these deliverables in an objective 
and standardised manner.”

T&T HIRED FOR £72M 
TORONTO CONCERT 
HALL REFURB
Turner & Townsend has been 
chosen to project manage a  
multi-million dollar restoration 
of Canada’s historic Massey Hall, 
located in downtown Toronto. 
The C$150m project involves the 
planning, design and restoration 
of the interior and exterior of the 
120-year-old concert hall over  
the next seven years. 

“Our strong relationship  
with Turner & Townsend, which 
has consistently shown a deep 
understanding of our needs, was 
key to its appointment in the role 
of project manager,” said Deane 
Cameron, CEO of Massey Hall.  
“Its specialist knowledge, capability 
and experience in driving change – 
and exceptional past performance 
– gave us complete confidence 
in a successful delivery for future 
generations of music lovers.”

ATOS OPENS 
OPERATIONS  
CENTRE FOR RIO
Atos has officially opened its 
technology operations centre for the 
Rio 2016 Olympics and Paralympics. 
The 800m2 facility will be the 
command-and-control centre for 
technology, where 500 business 
technologists will supervise all 
144 Olympic competition and non-
competition venues. This includes  
IT security, telecommunications, 
power and the results systems.

“This is the IT equivalent of the 
main stadium, where the IT team  
will have the best seats to watch  
all the IT action to ensure the results 
are delivered accurately, securely 
and in real time,” said Elly Resende, 
Rio 2016 technology director (below).

AROUND THE WORLD

“THE LEADER NEEDS TO BE INVOLVED IN THE DETAIL  
OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT, PAYING VISITS TO WORK  
SITES TO MEET THE WORKING TEAM AND GAIN ACCESS  
TO DIVERSE SOURCES OF INFORMATION”

International Forum 
delivers key findings 
for the profession 
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Change programmes ‘failing’
Poorly-managed change programmes are 
damaging managers’ morale and the performance 
of organisations across the UK, new research from 
the Chartered Management Institute (CMI) shows.

CMI’s Quality of Working Life report found that 
the overwhelming majority of managers (97 per 
cent) have experienced change in their organisation 
over the last 12 months, but only 27 per cent say that 
productivity has increased as a result.

Change programmes are too often top-down 
schemes that ‘emasculate’ managers who should 
be central to the process, according to the research.

“Senior management need to refocus on 
involving managers in organisational change, 
allowing them to influence its direction and 
implementation,” the report concludes. “If there  
is little faith that the process will be managed  
well, it is unlikely that organisations will gain the 
necessary support to move ahead effectively.

“Senior managers need to be more innovative 
in identifying different approaches for achieving 
change that will enable them to sustain recovery 
and growth. Allowing managers more scope in 

delivering change may improve perceptions of 
change management, and further improve feelings 
of empowerment and trust.”
n View the full report at goo.gl/a7veFA

London infrastructure 
unprepared for growth
London’s position as one of the world’s leading cities is in  
“real danger of slipping”, according to Atkins director for  
London Mike McNicholas.

The engineering and project management consultancy 
commissioned a report from Oxford Economics and the Centre  
for London to look at whether the city will be able to sustain its 
rapid population growth. 

The Greater London Authority’s (GLA) London Infrastructure 
Plan – which includes major projects – projects the capital’s 
population will reach 11.3 million by 2050, but this is significantly 
lower than what the Atkins report predicts.

“The GLA is working hard to move us in the right direction,  
but few would disagree that there is still a lot more that needs 
to be done if we want to tackle the challenges facing London,” 
McNicholas explained. 

Atkins’ proposed solutions include: prioritising infrastructure 
investment while avoiding a focus on cost-benefit analysis; using 
big data to make better-informed decisions; creating orbital 
rail links and cycle super highways to revitalise outer London; 
building ‘curated clusters’, hubs for residential, commercial  
and industrial developments to act as catalysts for growth in  
new technology; and finally, focusing on green infrastructure.

“It’s vital that we keep on top of evolving trends and update  
our plans to deal with them, otherwise the infrastructure will 
not be developed at the right rate. There will be serious knock-
on effects as the pressure of the growing population pushes onto 
under-prepared infrastructure.”
n View the full report, Future Proofing London, at goo.gl/ImTcF7

IN NUMBERS
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15.7m
the number of new 

project management roles 
estimated to be created 
globally between 2010 

and 2020 

61%
of project management 

practitioners say their 
organisation currently 
offers ongoing project 
management training  

for staff

$6.6tn
the projected size 

of the global project 
management industry  

by 2020

“THERE WILL BE SERIOUS KNOCK-ON 
EFFECTS AS THE PRESSURE OF THE 
GROWING POPULATION PUSHES ONTO 
UNDER-PREPARED INFRASTRUCTURE”



 

10 March 2016
Equipping Programme 
Managers for Global Success,  
CH2M Hill offices, London

17 March 2016
APM Presents… Project 
Management in Practice, 
University of Warwick, Coventry

18 March 2016
Discovering Value, London 
Underground offices, Canary 
Wharf, London

22–23 March 2016
Project Challenge Expo, National 
Conference Centre, Birmingham

21 April 2016
APM Project Management 
Conference 2016, Kings Place, 
London

13–17 June 2016
Bringing Projects to Life, 
Armourers’ Hall, Moorgate, 
London

23 June 2016
Benefits Summit 2016,  
venue TBA, London

6 October 2016
Governance SIG Annual 
Conference, venue TBA, London

See the full list of diary dates 
and booking information online 
at apm.org.uk/events

For how long have you been in 
your current role and what do 
you like about it?
I’ve been in this role for six 
months. I am responsible for 
supporting and coordinating 
the technology plan that will 
deliver Network Rail’s 30-year 
technical strategy, which was 
set out in 2012. It’s a really 
exciting area to work in, and 
it’s being delivered by a great 
group of people from across 
the industry.

What were your biggest 
challenges in the past 90 days? 
We initiated a cross-industry 
project to test the application 
of the rail industry’s strategic 
technology pipeline, to 
discover whether there  
was a gap in the technology 
offering, the earliest time that 
the technology would become 
available and how. It was a 
huge undertaking, with zero 
budget and an eight-week 

deadline, but it was delivered 
to schedule.

What is the most important 
lesson you have learned over  
the past 90 days?
The rail industry has  
been subject to three 
major reviews and another 
is ongoing. These help 
provide an understanding 
of the importance of new 
technology and where 
the industry places ‘new’ 
technology development 
in relation to the ‘now’ 
challenges. For a project 
management professional,  
this is great intelligence  
and provides the parameters 
for project boundaries and 
scope shaping.

Looking ahead to the next 90 
days, what will be the biggest 
challenges facing you?
The initial rail industry plan 
for 2019 to 2024 needs to be 

outlined before April, so  
this will require a huge 
amount of focus across the 
core team and the wider 
support team. They are 
responsible for developing  
the tools and platforms that 
are key to supporting the  
plan and delivering a return 
on investment.

If you could spend 90 days  
with anyone – living or dead – 
who would it be?
I am split between either 
Hillary Clinton or Bernie 
Ecclestone. From Hillary,  
I could learn about delivering 
focused public service. 
From Bernie, I could learn 
about how to develop a keen 
commercial mentality. Both 
of them could also provide 
valuable lessons in people 
management under the 
spotlight, which would  
help support my future  
career in the rail industry.

90 DAYS IN  
THE LIFE OF 

Project meets Darren Ward,  
project manager in the research, 
development and technology  
team at Network Rail

DIARY DATES

Network Rail has announced 
that it is halfway through 
the delivery of the £2.3bn 
investment programme to 
improve the existing railway 
for Crossrail. 

Three-quarters of the 
Crossrail route will run 
above ground on the existing 
rail network, through outer 
London, Berkshire and  
Essex. To deliver the Crossrail 
service on these sections 
of the route, Network Rail 
is undertaking a £2.3bn 
investment programme,  

which will add capacity, 
improve and upgrade existing 
stations and accommodate 
longer trains. 

The rail company is also 
electrifying the Great Western 
Main Line in west London  
and Berkshire.

“The halfway point is a real 
milestone in Europe’s largest 
infrastructure project,” said 
rail minister Claire Perry. “The 
vast improvements on the 
existing rail network go hand-
in-hand with the impressive 
tunnelled sections.”

Run by Transport for 
London, the new Crossrail 
service aims to provide 
passengers with quicker and 
more reliable journeys, new 
trains and better stations for 
an extra 1.5 million people.

“While much of the focus 
has been on the tunnels 
and new stations in central 
London, Network Rail has 
been working hard to make 
sure that the existing railway 
is ready for Crossrail,” said 
Andrew Wolstenholme, 
Crossrail chief executive.

Crossrail reaches halfway point
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Following a judgment by the Court of Appeal earlier this year,  
APM is one step closer to gaining Royal Charter status.

The Court of Appeal handed down its judgment on 22 January 
with respect to an appeal brought by the Project Management 
Institute (PMI) against the government’s recommendation to the 
Privy Council to grant the award of a Royal Charter to APM. The 
Appeal Court judges confirmed the earlier decision of the High 
Court and rejected PMI’s appeal.

In a statement, APM reiterated its commitment to achieving 
Chartered status “for the benefit of both the profession as a whole 
and the wider community”.

The statement also reconfirmed APM’s view that it remains for 
the Privy Council to decide, in the light of its published guidance  
and the individual circumstances of the organisation, whether  
a Charter ought to be granted. 

“APM continues to look forward to the Privy Council  
determining the application in due course,” APM added.

Royal Charters are granted by the Queen on the advice of  
the Privy Council. Dating back to the 13th century, their original 
purpose was to create public or private corporations and to define 
their privileges and purpose. Today, new Charters are normally 
reserved for bodies that work in the public interest – such as 
professional institutions and charities – and which can demonstrate 
pre-eminence, stability and permanence in their particular field.

In its petition to apply for Chartered status, APM said that it met 
these criteria as its work in “leading, developing and regulating the 
profession of project management is of significant public benefit” 
and that the public interest would be enhanced if a Charter were  
to be granted.

APM is currently made up of around 20,000 individual and 500 
corporate members, including several government departments.
n The full judgment is available to view on the Court of Appeal 
website: goo.gl/eTkb9A

THE ROAD TO CHARTERED STATUS

APM set out to achieve Chartered status 
in 2007. A formal application was made to 
the Privy Council in October 2008, and in 
February 2013 the minister for the Cabinet 
Office, in his role as the lead Privy Council 
adviser in this matter, advised that he had 
decided to recommend that a Royal Charter 
should be granted to APM.

In July 2013, APM was informed that 
a committee of the Privy Council had 
unanimously reached its recommendation 
that a Royal Charter should be granted to 
APM, and that this recommendation would 

be placed on the list of business for the 
October 2014 Privy Council meeting.

However, this decision was challenged 
by the Project Management Institute (PMI), 
which sought permission for judicial review, 
naming the minister for the Cabinet Office, 
the Privy Council Office and the attorney 
general as defendants, and APM as an 
interested party.

In July 2014, following a substantive 
hearing at the High Court in London, Mr 
Justice Mitting handed down his judgment, 
dismissing the claim on all grounds. PMI 

sought permission from the judge to appeal 
this decision, but he refused, leaving PMI to 
seek leave to appeal directly from the Court 
of Appeal, which was subsequently granted.

In November 2015, the Court of Appeal 
met to hear PMI’s appeal against the 
decision of the government to award a 
Charter to APM. In January 2016, the Appeal 
Court judges confirmed the earlier decision 
of the High Court to reject PMI’s appeal.  
On 28 January, PMI sought leave to appeal 
to the Supreme Court. A decision on this  
is awaited.
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APM moves one step 
closer to Royal Charter
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APM Wessex branch  
hosts challenge

In November 2015, Members of the 
APM South East branch visited National 
Trust property Knole, which is currently 
undertaking a major programme of repair 
and conservation, to hear from the project 
managers delivering it.

The £20m project, supported by the 
Heritage Lottery Fund, includes the repair  
and preservation of rooms historically  
shown to the public and the opening of 
certain rooms to the public for the first time.

On arrival, APM members were joined  
by Richard Hill who outlined the projects that 
were currently taking place at Knole and gave 
a brief insight into the rich history of the site.

Robin Mills led the tour group through 
the Orangery and around to the east 
front of Knole, which in 2012 underwent 

serious repair work on the window frames, 
stonework, roof timbers and render. Damp 
had seeped through cracks in the wall and 
roof and had caused a very large amount of 
problems. Robin explained the issues that had 
been caused and how they were overcome. 

Members also heard about the delicacy 
with which the collections inside the homes 
need to be handled and how some must be 
sent as far as Belgium just to be cleaned.

Members visit £20m 
conservation project

APM EVENTS FROM 
ACROSS THE UK

The APM Enabling Change Specific 
Interest Group held a ‘Changing 
Your Ways’ event in London on 
17 November. Speakers looked at 
simplifying some of the complexity 
associated with transitioning a 
programme, organisation or  
culture from the current state  
to the desired future state, using  
change management.

The event gave the delegates  
an overview of the breadth of change 
methodologies available to those 
managing change, explored what 
makes some of them so powerful,  
and gave a chance to provide feedback 
on what makes change work and input 
into how the group ought to make 
future reference material relevant  
and accurate for members.

This event was open to anyone 
interested in change management – 
curious, novice or expert practitioners 
– and it was attended by a wide range 
of delegates. 

Project managers are frequently key 
members of proposal teams, perhaps 
even leading the work-winning 
effort. Yet little 
in a project 
manager’s 
professional 
development 
prepares him 
or her for the 
demands of 
a proposal 
environment. 
The APM 
Contracts and Procurement Specific 
Interest Group attempted to tackle this 
through its event, ‘Work Winning’.

Management consultant David 
Warley (pictured) was the key speaker, 
and showed delegates how familiar  
project management disciplines  
can be applied to manage the 
work-winning process. Participants 
learned some of the techniques and 
terminology used by their colleagues 
in sales and business development 
support, and were given a ‘survival 
tool kit’ to help them identify and avoid 
some of the pitfalls of proposal work.

More than 50 people attended the Wessex 
Project Management Challenge at the Ageas 
Bowl, Southampton, in November 2015, an 
event organised by the APM Wessex branch. 
Facing each other were three teams each 
from the universities of Bournemouth and 
Southampton, and two from BAE Systems.

Of the 51 members in attendance,  
34 were attending their first APM event –  
many being students or apprentices. 

Each of the eight teams made a 
10-minute presentation before being grilled 
for a further five minutes by the project 
board, which was made up of committee 
and local branch members. A wide variety 
of topics were covered, including ‘an 
introductory book on project management 
for small businesses’, ‘an APP to assist 
funding while at university’, and ‘naval 
ships’ combat systems’.

While the project board deliberated, 
Russel Jamieson put on his People Specific 
Interest Group hat, and led the audience 
into research on the characteristics of a  
good leader. 

Two teams from each organisation –  
six in total – have progressed through  
the challenge, and work is now underway 
to complete their projects before the  
Project Challenge finals night in late March.

Conservation at Knole 
is a major project, 

with support from the 
Heritage Lottery Fund

OF THE 51 MEMBERS  
IN ATTENDANCE, 34  
WERE ATTENDING THEIR 
FIRST APM EVENT –  
MANY BEING STUDENTS 
OR APPRENTICES
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Why did you decide to become a volunteer with APM?
On a professional level, I currently work in the public 
sector, where there are some real challenges to improve 
our services to local people while reducing costs. Being 
able to share knowledge and develop my skills with like-
minded individuals as a volunteer in the Women in Project 
Management (WiPM) Specific Interest Group was important. 

What benefits have you gained from being an APM volunteer?
I’ve met some very interesting people and developed my 
skills in working collaboratively, in networking across 
organisations, as well as in planning and time management. 
It has also helped me develop as a negotiator and influencer.

I volunteered to work on two projects in the last 12 months 
that I wouldn’t have been able to do in my paid employment. 
These included being on the 2015 WiPM National Conference 
planning committee. It was held in September 2015 and 
was the most succesful WiPM event yet, attended by 200 
project management professionals from across multiple 
industries. The objectives of the conference were to reinforce 
the importance of women in the economy and in project 
management, provide opportunities to hear from leading 
professionals and offer practical tools to help delegates drive 
their own objectives.

I have also been involved in coordinating the production 
of a video to inspire the next generation of women to join 
the project management profession. This has enabled me 
to build strategic relationships with key professionals in 
diverse backgrounds and required me to develop a clear 
communication plan.

What is your top tip for APM members looking to volunteer?
Embrace every opportunity. Be passionate about getting 
involved and you will certainly gain the benefits, both 
personally and professionally.

Demand for project management 
consultants is set to rise further 
this year as a growing number  
of organisations seek to improve 
their project processes and 
delivery, according to Dr Jon 
Broome, chair of APM’s Contracts 
and Procurement Specific 
Interest Group.

“The world is becoming more 
project-orientated as it speeds 
up, with shorter timescales for 
‘business as usual’ and projects 
becoming more prominent,”  
he explained. “This is resulting  
in demand for more and  
more professional and 
competent consultants.”

But, he warned, consultancy 
firms and individuals should 
proceed with caution and not 
allow apparently lucrative day 
rates to cloud their vision.

“While, in uncertain economic 
times, companies want to use 
consultants on short-term 
contracts rather than employ 
permanent staff, that consultant 
could also become the scapegoat 
if times get hard.”

In APM’s Salary and Market 
Trends Survey, contract lengths 
for consultants who responded 
ranged from more than a year  
to less than three months. Some 
were just a matter of weeks. Day 
rate fees also varied, from £200 
or less up to more than £1,000, 
with 62 per cent earning between 
£300 and £500 per day.

“Professional credibility, 
conduct, experience, references 
and professional association 
membership can all impact the 
day rate that a consultant can 
command,” added Broome.

Name: Alison Whitehead
Membership grade: Associate member
Volunteer role: Member of the Women in 
Project Management Specific Interest Group, 
previously Secretary

I VOLUNTEERED TO WORK ON TWO 
PROJECTS IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS 
THAT I WOULDN’T HAVE BEEN ABLE  
TO DO IN MY PAID EMPLOYMENT

Profile of  
an APM 

volunteer

NETWORK >> EVENTS

Heeding the call for evidence on the profession’s views of the  
UK’s key infrastructure needs over the next 20 to 30 years,  
APM has provided input to the new National Infrastructure 
Commission (NIC).

The consultation is intended to set out the key design 
specifications of the NIC, which will provide expert, independent 
advice on pressing infrastructure issues in the UK. It covers a broad 
range of topics, from the Northern Powerhouse to the UK’s future 
energy needs.

Transport is at the top of the consultation’s agenda. Key findings, 
submitted by APM on 15 January, concluded that weaknesses in 
transport connectivity are currently playing a major role in holding 
back the development of northern cities, stifling economic growth 
and job creation.

APM also wrote that: modernised rail services with fast and 
reliable commuter services are desperately needed throughout 
the north of England, both between and within cities; a holistic 
infrastructure investment plan is needed that also considers the 
UK’s online and virtual communication infrastructure; regional 
empowerment is needed to identify and resolve local transport 
needs to speed up action; and that the current regulated, privatised 
system in key transport modes exposes the taxpayer to all of the 
downside risk and the private sector to all of the upside risk.

The consultation report, which is due to be published in March 
2016, will inform the future development and focus of the NIC.

APM FEEDS INTO NATIONAL  
INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY
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STAR LETTER
DELIVERING MORE BENEFITS
The article in the Winter edition of Project, 
entitled ‘Delivering Benefits’ (page 46) 
suggested to me that more must be done 
to improve and promote the effectiveness 
of the benefits realisation management 
(BRM) discipline.

The overarching premise of the article 
is that, in order to avoid project failure, 
organisations are advised to supplement 
their BRM practices with an explicit 
‘systems thinking’ approach. While I 
welcome this and other initiatives aimed at 
improving our change outcomes, we must 
not lose sight of what is, by design, within 
the defined scope of the BRM discipline.

BRM, as a discrete organisation 
discipline, is supported by its own area 
within the APM Competence Framework. 
A significant amount of cross-industry-
sector participation went into developing 
the BRM competence, the purpose of 
which is to help address the reasons for 
failure cited in the aforementioned article.

BRM is present, in a subjective capacity, 
throughout the life of a business change 
or systems development. It naturally seeks 
out, brings together and engages with all  
of the stakeholders that are impacted by,  

or contribute to, the success of the 
initiative. It is essential that we capitalise 
on this ‘ideal’ positioning to best advantage 
our change outcomes. 

It is also important to accommodate 
the significant challenges faced by 
organisations trying to implement  
BRM. In many cases, these are primarily 
associated with behavioural change.  
It is my firm belief that the establishment 
of sustainable BRM capability, when 
considered as a transformational 
organisational change, is better  
achieved by indigenous resources. 

As with all organisational change, to be 
sustainable, organisations must be free to 
make and learn from their own mistakes. 
Neil White, portfolio benefits  
realisation manager

Your view
Please send your letters to editor@project-journal.co.uk  
Letters may be edited for publication

FOLLOW 
PROJECT  
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www.twitter.com/proj_journal

ELIZABETH HARRIN
@pm4girls
5 Lessons Learned in Project 
Management for 2016  
bit.ly/1lOPBa3 #pmot

RON ROSENHEAD
@ronrosenhead
Shared responsibility! How does 
that work? #pmot ow.ly/VzxYv 

ROBERT KELLY
@rkelly976
Stop and think: Do you really 
need to hold that meeting?  
ht.ly/SAL9F #pmot #cio 

BRAD EGELAND
@begeland
5 signs of impending  
project issues  
t.co/wwFwmGFbje #pmot  
#pmp #projectmanagement

JOSÉ MARTÍNEZ BUENO
@MartinezBuenoJA
Why Quality Is A Critical 
Component of Project Scope 
#pmot ow.ly/VBO72 

VICTORIA MISHLER
@Vision2Profit
As adults, we look upon failure as 
a bad thing. But failure is how we 
learn. vs2vl.co/li-fail #pmot #IT

RHONA AYLWARD
@PsodaRhona
A look at managing program 
benefits from an #agile 
perspective #pmot  
owl.li/VBnk1

THE ISSUE
On APM’s official LinkedIn 
group, project and portfolio 
manager Alan Gould asked 
whether the Gartner 
research published in the 
Winter edition of Project 
(page 8) was perhaps 
looking at things the wrong 
way. The research said that, 
by 2020, “every business 
manager will be expected 
to have a basic project 
management skill set. 

There will be less need  
for professional full-time 
project managers.”  
But, says Gould, surely  
as projects become more 
complicated and require 
expert management, 
demand for project 
managers will actually 
increase, not decrease?

THE REACTION
“Every manager needs  
a playbook for managing 

people, finances, teams, 
projects etc. Adding  
project management to 
basic core management 
competencies will improve 
business results. The  
future requires teams with 
different, complementary 
strengths. Millennials will 
be better at collaboration 
than the boomers, so 2020 
looks good.”
Mark Hopkins, senior 
programme manager

LINKEDIN 
ARE PROJECT MANAGERS DOOMED? 
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DID I SAY YOU COULD  
STEP INTO MY SHOES?
Posted by Eleri Evans on 17 November 2015

Project managers make decisions 
that affect others nearly as often as 
they breathe. The behaviours they 
use and the decisions they make may 
affect the motivation,  performance 
and wellbeing of those around them 
and the team they work with. 

Have you ever been in a position  
in which someone has made 
decisions that did not make sense to 
you or made you angry or frustrated? 
Where that person made decisions 
without talking to you, without 
understanding the implications, and 
for his or her own benefit instead of 
for the good of the project?

We often hear sayings such as, 
“Walk in the other person’s shoes 
and if you feel it hurts you, it probably 
hurts the person, too.” And so we 
wish the decision-maker could see 
things from our point of view. 

However, if we apply the same 
quotation to ourselves, do we put 
ourselves in the decision-maker’s 
shoes? Was there a valid reason for 
the direction he or she has taken?

It is a conundrum. Who should  
walk in whose shoes? Where  
does it end? When I start thinking 
about the spiral of thought that 

this can create, it is clear that the 
only things I can affect are my own 
thoughts and reactions. In order for 
the cycle to end, I can try to stop it 
through my actions.

I try to always step back and keep 
in mind that the only thing I can 
control is the way I behave in these 
situations. I like to think that the 
project manager I would want people 
to see would display behaviours and 
decisions that are objective, non-
judgmental, supportive and focus  
on people’s strengths.

Everyone is different and people 
are the way they are because of 
their own personal experiences. So 
do not assume that if you step into 
other people’s shoes, you will always 
understand them, as you have not 
walked the same path as they have. 

 ELERI EVANS   
is director  
of Trans4rm 
and secretary 
for the APM  
People Specific 
Interest Group

 JOHN HEATHCOTE  is course 
leader of the MSc in strategic 
programme management at 
Leeds Metropolitan University

Best of the blogs
Project learns what APM’s experts have been debating in these excerpts from 
their blogs. Read the blogs in full – and many more – at apm.org.uk/blog

Risk

Feasibility

Value

Capacity

THE FUNNEL-FLOW PROBLEM: 
HOW DO YOU SPEND  
A MILLION POUNDS?
Posted by John Heathcote on 1 December 2015

Do any of the following sound familiar? Many projects 
are proposed for a certain programme, but fewer than 
expected make it through the feasibility and authorisation 
process. Or you have insufficient projects to meet 
your targets and the forecasted spend you made, and 
your programme gets off to a slow start. This leads to 
compromises on project selection later on, as the need  
for more projects intensifies. 

Here’s some good news: if this is your programme 
challenge, you are not alone. This is a common 
programme management challenge.

Why is this funnel-flow problem so prevalent?  
The short answer is that projects that represent  
valuable investments to the programme – those that  
have reliably risk-free benefits – are not so readily 
identified. Additionally, most portfolio/programme 
processes focus on authorisation governance to filter  
out project proposals that might not offer sufficient  
benefit or that are too risky.

This is a good thing, in the main. You don’t want to  
be letting project proposals through that won’t offer  
value in terms of benefit for your buck. But with time 
running out, you’ll end up doing just that, letting dubious 
project proposals through when the pressure is on later  
in the period. 

How can we cure this programme funnel-flow issue? 
Organisations running programmes should build extra 
capacity (about twice as much) into their feasibility work. 
Part of the problem is identifying good benefit cases, so 
designing benefit criteria – and associated performance 
measures – will really help building a business case.

Finally, install supporting team innovation processes 
such as: requirements engineering; value management 
workshops; or other similar processes, such as six 
sigma – processes that use facilitators. These facilitated 
workshops mean you can bring both your supply 
contractors and your stakeholders in, without fear of self-
interest dominating the room, and build new proposals.
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It’s a truth that we project managers often 
repeat: stakeholders are critical to the 
success of our projects. Yet how much  
of the average project management 
textbook, paperback, or training course  
is dedicated to stakeholder engagement? 
Very little.

Too often, we honour stakeholder 
engagement more in the breach than  
in the observance.

Of course, the situation is more 
complex than this. The quality and extent 
of work done to engage stakeholders 
depends on the context, the project and 
the project manager. But my experience 
suggests three distinct tiers of situation.

Small projects are rarely run by full-
time project managers. And many of the 
people that run these projects have little 
or no training in project management. 
They often recognise the need to engage 
their stakeholders. But there is a resigned 
frustration at the lack of tools and 
knowledge needed to do it in a structured 
way. On training courses, it is the section 
on stakeholders that often gets the biggest 
wow and the highest retention factor.

Larger organisational projects often do 
have a full-time project manager. They are 
usually trained; sometimes to a high 
standard. Some are project management 
professionals like most of the readers of 
this journal. Others are managers and 
professionals from other disciplines, with 
a lot of project experience. 

What I have found is this: relative to 
their size, these projects pay less attention 
to stakeholders than smaller projects. And 
they also give them less attention than 

even larger projects. They often fall  
back on a small selection of simple tools. 

Now I am all for simple tools; when 
applied vigorously, the results are 
excellent. But they rarely are. The effort  
is often piecemeal. The work is frequently 
delegated to junior team members, who 
get little support in their role. So the 
results are only as good as the enthusiasm 
and creativity of the work-stream lead.

On the largest projects, things are 
usually different. The need for first-class 
stakeholder engagement is well 
recognised. But project managers  
often see it as ‘something a bit  
different’. It is not part of their core 
responsibility of managing the project. 
They therefore tend to outsource it to  
a specialist communications agency or  
in-house team.

The consequence of these effects is that 
stakeholder engagement is something of  
a Cinderella discipline. But it shouldn’t 
be. Project planning, risk management 
and change control are all seen as skilled 
project roles. Each is an essential 
competence and a route to specialisation. 

For a well-rounded project manager, 
stakeholder engagement management 
should also be seen as vital.

What we need is more and better 
training – at all levels. But there is 
something else that we need.

Many people have – and continue  
to – refer to stakeholder engagement  
as ‘stakeholder management’. There  
remains a view that we need to  

‘manage’ our stakeholders.
Many project managers feel 

their role with stakeholders is  
to corral them into obedience. 
They must gain compliance or, 
failing that, marginalise and 
overcome them. To me, this  
feels like a disrespectful 
throwback to earlier times. 

Our projects affect lives, 
wellbeing and livelihoods.  
So we owe it to our stakeholders  

to be more respectful than that; to be 
ethical in our dealings. That’s why  
I launched my Charter for Ethical 
Stakeholder Engagement. This offers  
six commitments, which I hope you  
will join me in making. 

You can sign the charter at  
www.mikeclayton.co.uk/charter. 

 MIKE CLAYTON   
is the author of The 
Influence Agenda, 
A Systematic 
Approach to Aligning 
Stakeholders in 
Times of Change. 
www.mikeclayton.
co.uk

Stakeholder engagement needs to be done 
better and become a core part of the project 
manager’s job, argues MIKE CLAYTON

MANY PROJECT MANAGERS 
FEEL THEIR ROLE WITH 
STAKEHOLDERS IS TO CORRAL 
THEM INTO OBEDIENCE. THEY 
MUST GAIN COMPLIANCE. THIS 
FEELS LIKE A DISRESPECTFUL 
THROWBACK TO EARLIER TIMES
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Projects are done by people, for people. 
Successful project managers know this 
and use it to their advantage to create a 
team that is focused on working with 
other stakeholders to create success.

Project managers know when they  
get this right because their project team 
will challenge, follow and support them, 
and each other, in order to get the job 
done. Not only that, but word spreads  
and other people inside the organisation 
will also want to join the team or be 
associated with its success. This is  
good for the people involved, and  
great for the organisation, too.

Developing the skills  
and personal characteristics 
needed to evolve and  
lead a committed  
team needs  
more than 
technical training. 
Experience, 
reflection, coaching 
and mentoring all 
help the project 
manager to grow 
and develop. It’s  
a process that  
never stops. 

How can you 
determine that you are on  
a path to becoming a great  
team leader?

Be well liked. Great leaders make 
people feel good about themselves; they 
speak to people in a way that they like and 
are clear about what needs to be achieved. 
They will always start the day with a ‘good 
morning’, end it with a ‘good night’ and 
every question or interaction will be met 
with courtesy. When the team picks up 
on this, the project area will be filled with 
good humour and great productivity.

in it and are rewarded for it. When they 
talk about how successful a project has 
been, they talk about the strengths of the 
team and the qualities they have shown, 
never about themselves.

Manage up well. Stakeholder 
engagement, particularly senior 
stakeholder engagement, is the key  
to project success. Great project mangers 
know they need senior executive support 
to help clear roadblocks and deliver 
resources and know how to tap into  
the organisation’s power lines for the 
support they need.

Be a good technical manager.  
While you should have an adequate 
understanding of the technology involved 
in a project, you should also be confident 
about delegating to technologists and 
administrative experts within your team. 
Great project managers know that, if  
the team is fully committed to achieving 
project success, these experts will 
probably do a better job than they  
would themselves anyway. 

 DR LYNDA BOURNE  
is managing 
director and CEO 
of Stakeholder 
Management

From managing stakeholders  
to building a top-class team,  
LYNDA BOURNE looks at how you can 
become a great project manager
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Becoming 
great

ONCE THE TEAM  
IS IN PLACE, GREAT 

PROJECT MANAGERS 
NEVER STOP LEADING 

IT, BUILDING IT, 
ENCOURAGING IT, 
PERFORMANCE-

MANAGING IT AND 
CELEBRATING IT

Put the effort into building and 
maintaining teams. Designing great  
teams takes lots of thought and time.  
You need the right people on the bus 
and you need to get the wrong people 
off the bus. Great project managers don’t 
accept the people who are ‘free’ or ‘on the 
bench’, unless they’re the right people, 
and they will negotiate intensely for the 
people that they really need, going to 
great lengths to recruit people into their 
vision. Once the team is in place, great 
project managers never stop leading it, 
building it, encouraging it, performance-

managing it and celebrating it.
Involve everyone in 

planning. Or at  
least everyone that 

matters. Great 
project managers 

identify the team 
members and 
other stakeholders 
that need to be 
involved, create 
a productive, 
enjoyable 

environment and 
lead the process. 

They want to ensure 
that they get the most 

out of the time and at  
the end have a plan that the 

team has built and believes in.
Take the blame and share the credit.  

Great project managers are like 
umbrellas. When the criticism is pouring 
down, they ensure that the team is 
protected from it. They then ensure that 
the message passed down is presented as 
an opportunity to improve, not a problem 
to be fixed. Similarly, when the sun is out 
and praise is beaming down, they ensure 
that the people who do the real work bask 



Successful projects are driven by committed project 
teams that enjoy their work and are prepared to go 
the extra mile. If you ignore the team’s wellbeing and 
motivation, the quality and intensity of effort will suffer. 

It may be possible to drive your project members to 
achieve success, but if they hate both you and the work, 
the project is likely to fail technically. You will have failed 
this key group of stakeholders.

One of the most overlooked stakeholders is the project 
manager. And good project managers are scarce.

Helping the project manager be successful is good  
for the organisation, good for the project and good for  
all of the other stakeholders.

There are also the stakeholders in the wider community. 
No project can be successful if it ignores their interests. 
Those that do will be less successful than those 
that consider wider stakeholder interests and work 
sustainably to protect the environment. You only have 
to look at the consequences of the Deepwater Horizon 
disaster to see the consequences of cutting corners and 
ignoring this group of stakeholders. 

Every stakeholder is a person or group of people,  
but too often project managers do not consider their  
own team as part of the stakeholder map. If you do not  
put these people at the centre of your project, it won’t  
be considered a success. 

Sterile measures of cost and time are only important  
if a significant group of people sees these factors as 
genuinely important. Yes, the London 2012 Olympic 
Games did need to be delivered on time, but was  
‘on-time delivery’ the factor that made the Olympics  
an outstanding success, or was it the people involved?

This is, of course, ridiculous. Successful projects put 
stakeholders at the centre. Success is never met by 
excluding the recipients of the project deliverables. 

We need more skilled project sponsors. Yet, while  
most companies have project sponsorship in place  
and believe it is critical to project success, many do 
absolutely nothing to help or develop sponsors – they  
just expect people to know what to do. This is the reality, 
and it’s one of the biggest risks to project success today. 

For success to be possible, the old iron triangle –  
cost, scope, schedule – must be considered a relic of  
the past. Success today is measured by a combination  
of ‘in-project’ elements (time, cost, scope, quality, risk and 
resources) and ’around-project’ elements (sustainability, 
relevance, impact and politics). It is only by assessing  
the characteristics of each individual project that a project 
manager can set goals and, therefore, define success.

Now, exclude stakeholders from this definition of 
success and put them on the periphery of the project –  
out of sight, out of mind – and it doesn’t matter how  
you deliver the project: you will be judged as a failure.

Projects are about people and the deliverables  
are for people. And like it or not, those people are  
your stakeholders – alienate them at your peril.

If you want to make your project path as difficult  
as possible, then go ahead and ‘end user involvement’; 
throw in a dose of ‘ignore the sponsor’ and life  
will get really interesting. Top that with a dash  
of ‘why bother with stakeholder management?  
I know what success looks like’, and I can only  
wish you well in your new career outside  
project management.

 PETER TAYLOR  is head of global PMO at  
Kronos and a best-selling author
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There is an old joke about how to 
deliver more successful projects. 
Just get rid of the hyphen in ‘end-
user involvement’, and you have  
a winner, the joke goes.

Project success is determined  
by stakeholders, of course. But  
what about the project team?  
Surely it should sit at the centre  
of your project?

Successful projects put 
stakeholders at the centre of the 

project, before anything else
Two industry commentators argue the case  for  and  against
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 PAT WEAVER  is managing director of Mosaic 
Project Services
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ENGAGING THE 
COMMUNITY

Gaining stakeholder approval for a major project 
is instrumental for success. But when your 
project is a controversial infrastructure build 
and your stakeholders are local communities, 
convincing them to come on board can be a tall 
order, discovers EMMA DE VITA

From projects which have engaged and worked 
with communities successfully, to those 
that have not, what are the lessons to  
be learned?

Ben White is head of community 
relations at Crossrail, the 73-mile railway 
line that will transverse London and its 
environs from east to west, and which is 
due to be fully operational by 2019. 

White is in the unique position of 
helping the project managers who work 
on this massive infrastructure project 
manage their relationships with locally-
affected businesses and residents, 
including those that have been subject 
to compulsory purchase orders. He says 
that it is critical to work hard on having a 
good relationship with local communities 
because it “allows you to do the job and 
do it on time”.

The key to making it work, says White, 
is realising that the more communities 
know about the project, the more familiar 
with it and engaged they will feel. 
Engendering this involves a hands-on 
approach, talking to local communities as 
much as possible and, critically, as early 
as possible.

“If you do this, people feel involved 
and that we care. That really is worth 
the effort,” he says. He explains that 
this approach helps to create a good 
reputation and means that communities 
will come to regard you as responsible 
and trustworthy. “They will let you get on 
with it,” he adds.

When it comes to the everyday 
consequences of a build, such as the 
rerouting of traffic or loud building noise, 
it means trying to minimise disruption 
and give as much advance warning to the 
community as possible, particularly for 
those things that cannot be mitigated.  
“All you can do is let them know it’s 
coming,” says White. “Even if they are 
unhappy, at least they can prepare for it.” 

Moving a bus stop is at one end of 
the disruption scale. At the other is the 
compulsory purchase of buildings. 

“This is clearly a difficult challenge,” 
says White, who joined the business 
after the compulsory purchase of 
buildings around Tottenham Court Road 
underground station. However, he has 
had to deal with smaller ones near Abbey 
Wood in south-east London, where 
sections of people’s gardens that back 
onto railway lines had to be bought. 

MINIMISING IMPACT
White says that Crossrail buys the land 
from the owners at a good market rate 
and gives them compensation, but 
“Clearly people are unhappy,” he admits. 
It is impossible to win them round, says 
White, so what is important is the way 
that they are treated by Crossrail. “It’s 
about being honest,” he says.

Otherwise, it is about being as 
accommodating as possible within the 
budget you have. Concessions can be 
made to minimise an impact. 

STAKEHOLDERS << INSIGHT
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“We do that without being challenged,” 
says White. Sometimes you can’t identify 
an impact without talking to the affected 
businesses or residents. “We can be 
reactive and proactive and we will always 
be mindful of doing something differently, 
although we do have an obligation to 
the taxpayer.” Crossrail will go as far as 
temporarily rehousing people or putting 
them up in a hotel for respite.

When it comes to working with 
project managers, White expects those 
on Crossrail to work closely alongside 
him and to “own the job”. He says: “Our 
project managers are good at fronting up. 
It’s an important part of the job.”

Testament to the success of White 
and his team is the glowing praise from 
affected local residents. Jane Northcote, a 
Barbican resident in central London, who 
has been affected by tunnelling, posted 
a blog about how impressive she found 
the Barbican Residents Association’s 
meeting with Crossrail. “By the end of the 
meeting, the presenters received rousing 
applause,” she notes. 

A management consultant, Northcote 
puts Crossrail’s success with communities 
down to a number of factors, including 
bringing along real operational people, 
including Crossrail’s central area director, 
its head of geotechnics and the project 
manager of the Moorgate excavations. 
Also, that the tone they adopted was 
not patronising, nor did they belittle 
any resident’s concerns. According to 
Northcote, they answered questions 
directly and without any defensiveness.

This has included enforcing a six-
week ‘down tools’ period at a particular 
roadworks during the tourist season,  
for example. Project managers dealing 
with difficult projects need to be 
innovative in the solutions they try to  
find for all stakeholders. 

However, she does admit that, “We 
live in the real world and it is not always 
possible to win people over or persuade 
them of the merits of a scheme.” She 
says she copes by knowing that she has 
delivered on any promises that have been 
made to the local community, although  
“It is also important to be able to learn 
from your experiences and see what you 
can improve on in the next scheme.” 

Her advice to other project managers 
in a similar to position to herself is: 
“Believe in yourself despite the pressure 
you are under. You have to believe in the 
execution plan and listen to the many 
different views that come in from the 
local communities.”

BUILD GOODWILL
Roy Pumfrey, a spokesperson for the 
Stop Hinkley action group, urges project 
managers to “adopt a transparent and 
meaningful consultative approach at an 
early enough stage as possible”. He says 
that “honesty is the best policy” when it 
comes to dealing with local people and to 
maintain a consistency of approach. 

ART OF DIPLOMACY
Hinkley Point C is the new £18bn nuclear 
reactor to be built in Somerset by 2025 by 
the largely state-owned French company 
EDF Energy with investment from China. 

Lucy Holt is a senior project manager 
for associated developments at EDF 
Energy, and has been working there 
since the summer of 2014. Her focus is 
on the highway improvements that form 
part of the development consent order, 
essentially to ensure that the big kit and 
workers can get safely to the main site 
while ensuring that disruption to the local 
community is minimised. 

“To ensure a successful project, it is 
absolutely essential to engage and work 
closely with the local community,” she 
says. “Not only is it important for the 
community to feel that a developer is 
listening to its concerns, it is also a great 
way of understanding key concerns at an 
early stage so that these can be managed 
more effectively.”

To this end, she regularly attends the 
Transport Forum, a group that includes 
parish and town councillors, chairs of 
local groups and representatives from  
the police and fire service. She also  
meets shopkeepers affected by the  
works EDF Energy is undertaking at a 
busy junction in the centre of Bridgwater, 
has carried out walk-in sessions at the 
visitor centre there, and visited local 
residents and businesses. 

Holt says she has learned the art 
of diplomacy from managing such 
meetings. “It has also taught me to think 
of imaginative ways to address concerns,” 
she says, like ensuring a police presence 
when a road was switched from two-way 
to one-way, or setting up a temporary bus 
stop and linking it with a taxi service to 
make sure a business was not impacted 
when a local bus route was affected.

Holt says that the key to keeping  
local communities on side is to go the 
extra mile in trying to conciliate parties.  
“My job is to try to ensure that a  
balance is found to get the job done in  
the shortest time possible while taking  
on board local concerns.” 

 ESTABLISHING A DIALOGUE 

“NOT ONLY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR THE 
COMMUNITY TO FEEL THAT A DEVELOPER IS 
LISTENING TO ITS CONCERNS, IT IS ALSO A GREAT 
WAY OF UNDERSTANDING KEY CONCERNS AT AN 
EARLY STAGE SO THAT THESE CAN BE MANAGED 
MORE EFFECTIVELY”
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Project managers, says Pumfrey,  
should strive to create as much goodwill 
as they can muster. “Engage with us as 
much as possible,” he explains. Even 
vague early plans should be presented 
to the local community, and if it is 
something they know to be set in stone 
and unavoidable, then Pumfrey says to 
“sugar the pill”.

Pumfrey holds up the Tidal Lagoon 
Swansea Bay project as exemplary in 
the way that it deals with the local 
community. Ioan Jenkins is its Wales 
development director. To Jenkins, the 
tidal lagoon is much more than an 
infrastructure project; it is something for 
local people to feel proud of and to use as 
an everyday leisure facility. 

Jenkins says that early engagement 
with local stakeholders has been critical 
in achieving an 86 per cent local approval 
rating. “It has taken a lot of time and 
a lot of effort but it is well worth it,” 
he says. “Community engagement 
is an opportunity for debate and 
improvement.” The company has even 
offered local citizens the opportunity to 
buy shares in the business as a long-term 
investment in its future.

Jenkins has had a stakeholder 
engagement team positioned in  
the locality for the past three years,  
made up of staff who are mostly local  
and Welsh speaking, and who have a  EMMA DE VITA  is a business journalist

 LISTENING AND LEARNING 

“WE’VE LITERALLY HAD 
HUNDREDS OF MEETINGS 
WITH RESIDENTS AND LOCAL 
PEOPLE UP AND DOWN THE 
LINE. WE HAVE ENGAGED IN 
THE LARGEST COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMME 
THE UK HAS EVER SEEN”

strong knowledge of local challenges  
and opportunities. 

He explains that this creates a feeling 
of trust. It is important for local people to 
feel that they can voice their concerns and 
that they will be listened to with an open 
mind, and be answered honestly and 
given the reasoning behind any proposal 
or decision, even if their demands cannot 
be met. “It’s never a case of simply saying 
‘lump it,’” Jenkins laughs. 

He says that all suggestions and 
conversations with local communities 
are logged, including the recent proposal 
that a hotel be built 2.5km out at sea. 
“Ultimately it is about building a power 
station, but that can’t be the end of the 
ambition,” says Jenkins. “It’s the start of 
another ambition.”

UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT
HS2, Britain’s most expensive rail project, 
which will link London to Birmingham, 
Leeds and Manchester, is a high profile 
and difficult infrastructure project that 
has attracted much publicity – it even 
features in the opening credits of the 
BBC’s satirical news programme Have I 
Got News for You. 

When it comes to dealing with 
communities affected along the line,  
Ben Ruse, HS2’s lead spokesperson, says, 
“We wouldn’t pretend we get it right all  
of the time.” 

Ruse explains that HS2’s policy when 
it comes to community engagement is to 
explain clearly the effects the building 
and completed project will have and to 
listen to concerns very carefully. “We’ve 
literally had hundreds of meetings with 
residents and local people up and down 
the line,” he says. “We have engaged 
in the largest community engagement 
programme the UK has ever seen.”

This may be the case, but Joe Rukin, 
campaign coordinator of Stop HS2, has 
not been won round by the approach the 
company has taken to dealing with its 
community stakeholders. 

His criticisms include how slowly  
it comes back with requested information, 
that community forums feel like nothing 
more than box-ticking exercises, and  
that it doesn’t listen to the concerns of 
local communities. 

“It sees us as an inconvenience,” he 
says. “They should listen to the issues. 
They don’t want to know the problems.” 
He cites the recent independent report  
by Dame Julie Mellor of the Parliamentary 
and Health Service Ombudsman on the 
investigation into complaints by a hamlet 
of six families affected by HS2. 

Dame Julie found that “HS2 Ltd’s 
actions fell below the reasonable standard 
we would expect, so much so that they 
constituted maladministration.” 

Ruse says her recommendations for 
an apology by HS2 has been met and 
compensation has been promised.  
“Our processes have been improved.”

He says HS2 has also introduced a 
charter to outline the principles under 
which it operates, as well as taking on an 
independent residents’ commissioner to 
review its processes in an honest way. She 
reports every three months. It has also 
introduced regular newsletters. “We hope 
we are better than we were,” says Ruse. 

Project managers on major 
transport projects must 

work closely with affected 
communities, rural or urban



How is the UK’s national library tackling the mass digitisation of its 
collections? JO RUSSELL visits the British Library to find out

BUILDING BRITAIN’S 
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Last year, the British Library became one of 
the youngest buildings to be given Grade  
I-listed status for ‘outstanding architectural 
and historic interest’. But it is inside that 
the real gems are to be found – everything 
from the Magna Carta to handwritten 
Beatles lyrics. 

The library’s collection is vast. It is  
home to over 150 million items, and 
acquires three million new items a year. 
As its helpful facts and figures sheet tells 
you, if you see five items each day, it would 
take over 80,000 years to see the whole 
collection. But in a collection that size, real 
gems can also be hidden gems, made even 
less accessible to those outside London by 
their physical locality within the capital. 

In an attempt to increase accessibility, 
the British Library has embarked  
on a number of digitisation projects. 
Discovering Literature, aimed primarily  
at the formal learning sector, is one of  
the latest of these initiatives. 

As the project manager Alex Whitfield, 
who manages the library’s learning team 
and the online learning resource explains, 
there was a natural fit between the library’s 
literary collection and the learning 
resources’ target audience – mainly A-level 
and undergraduate students, although it 
also includes ‘the general public’, which 
covers all bases.

For generations, schoolchildren have 
been introduced to great British classic 

authors such as Brontë, Dickens, Austen 
and Shakespeare. But increasingly, there 
is a disconnect between these authors 
and the lives of young people. In a report 
commissioned by the library, 76 per cent of 
teachers said their students find it hard to 
perceive the classic authors as ‘real people’. 
The findings led Whitfield and the learning 
team to adopt a different approach.

“We could have just digitised unique 
collection items and had a fabulous 
website filled with beautiful things that 
people would have found interesting. 
But the context was where we felt we 
could play a unique role. We set out to 
explore literary works thematically and 
digitise other collection items, for example 
ephemera, newspapers, posters and prints 
that really help young people understand 
the historical, social and political context,” 
she explains.

Rather than a mass digitisation project, 
the team is also sharing expertise. The end 
result is a learning website with over 8,000 
pages of items, highly contextualised by  

a team of researchers who spend countless 
hours immersed in the vaults, scouring 
for interesting collection items. There 
are also commissioned articles, short 
documentaries and lesson plans exploring 
the featured authors and the times in 
which they lived.

MULTI-PHASE APPROACH
The idea for the project was conceived 
five years ago, although things began in 
earnest in 2012. It is a multi-phase project, 
with the first (and largest) phase, focusing 
on the Romantics and Victorians, having 
launched in May 2014. 

The next phase, split into Shakespeare 
and 20th-century authors, will launch in 
March (to tie in with the 400th anniversary 
of Shakespeare’s death) and May 2016 
respectively, with the third phase to  
be completed by March 2018. 

The 20th-century collection had 
originally been scheduled for November 
2015, but internal restructuring within 
the curatorial department – on which 
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 ENGAGING A YOUNG AUDIENCE 

“WE SET OUT TO DIGITISE COLLECTION 
ITEMS THAT REALLY HELP YOUNG PEOPLE 
UNDERSTAND THE HISTORICAL, SOCIAL  
AND POLITICAL CONTEXT” 
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the learning team is dependent – caused 
an initial delay. The press team has 
subsequently decided that the launch  
will wait until May of this year, despite  
the collection being ready earlier, in order 
to avoid clashes with Christmas or the 
launch of the Shakespeare exhibition. 

As a project manager, Whitfield is 
fortunate in that the delay will have  
no financial ramifications. Funders are 
aware of the importance of good press 
coverage to entice as many visitors to  
the site as possible.

Given that the collections and content 
are fairly limitless, funding is the limiting 
factor on the scope of the project. The 
first phase cost around £600,000, and 
Whitfield says that fundraising has been 
challenging. “This is a difficult time for 
the cultural sector. Funds are limited and 
government grants-in-aid are getting 
smaller,” she says. The vast majority of the 
project has been funded philanthropically, 
with generous support from a number  
of benefactors. 

Phase one was scoped based on the 
income available at the time. “At the start, 
we had bigger ambitions. I wanted to do  
30 authors for stage one, but in the end  
we started with 21,” Whitfield comments.

“However, on the website we have 
created an interface that you can very 
easily slip content into. We have already 
added in a couple more. And we have a 
funder whose passion is Virginia Woolf,  
so we will be adding her.”

The team running the project is small 
(although multi-award winning, including 
a Museums and Heritage Award for 
innovation). As project manager, Whitfield 
spends much of her time liaising with 
the web redevelopment programme and 
reporting into the web redevelopment 
board, managing the overall budget, 
supporting the development team to 
fundraise, recruiting staff and  
co-ordinating the project board. 

She has a content manager,  
Anna Lobbenberg, whose time is given 
exclusively to exploring content – scoping 
authors and potential contributors, 
and exploring themes. Lobbenberg is 
supported by five content developers,  
or researchers, who are externally funded. 
This core team receives support from  
other departments within the library;  
for example, the imaging services team, 
web team and copyright team.

RAISING THE PROFILE
The amount of internal support received 
has been helped enormously by the high 
profile that the project now enjoys. When 

ALEX WHITFIELD
2003–2004: MA, Museum Studies, 
University of Leicester
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within Tate Learning teams and  
Tate National (based at Tate Britain)
2005–2011: PhD, School of Museum 
Studies, University of Leicester
2006–present: Learning programmes 
manager (2006-2009), e-learning 
manager (2009-2011) and learning 
and digital programmes manager 
(2011-present) at the British Library

a plan to take the British Library forward 
to 2023, its 50th anniversary as the UK’s 
national library. The vision comprises six 
key purposes, one of which is learning. 

“That assisted in raising our profile 
internally. The importance of our audience 
has risen, and we’re lucky that even more 
curators are aware of our programmes, 
both onsite and online, and are keen 
to explore ways we can work together. 
Sharing their expertise on the website  
is one way that they can do that.” 

THE HIDDEN GEMS
From the outset, the ambition was 
to create a ‘go-to’ literature resource, 
which would mean extending it beyond 
British Library content. The library has 
strengthened relations with existing 
partners and forged new partnerships  
with many smaller organisations that  
were too financially constrained to digitise 
their own content. 

Digitising the content on their behalf 
and placing it on the website has been 
mutually beneficial. The strength of these 
partnerships has allowed, for example, 
filming on site at the Brontë parsonage, 
which is something the learning team  
is proud of.

There are many highlights to look out 
for on the site, including manuscripts of 
Jane Eyre, the preface to Dickens’ Oliver 
Twist, Jane Austen’s Persuasion, an early 
draft of Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of 
Being Earnest and the poetry of Shelley, 
Wordsworth and Keats.

There are also papers of Jane Austen, 
including her notes detailing other 
people’s opinions of her work, such as  
one peer describing Pride and Prejudice  
as “downright nonsense”.

Whitfield’s personal highlights are not 
necessarily the big hitters, but the items 
that will resonate and that have been 
discovered relatively recently. She explains: 
“There was a moment during the London 
riots when we were researching Shelley’s 
The Masque of Anarchy, a poem about 
the Peterloo Massacre. Inside a book 

the British Library took the decision to 
redevelop its entire website, phase one  
of Discovering Literature became one of  
a number of pilot projects for the library’s 
overall web redevelopment programme. 

“We have developed an interface that 
will be rolled out across the British Library 
website, so whenever anyone wants to 
create an online exhibition or present 
highly-curated content, they will use the 
same infrastructure that we have created. 
We have played a key role, working with 
external design agencies, conducting 
consultations and user testing to make  
sure the interface works for our users,” 
says Whitfield.

On top of this, the Discovering Literature 
project also fits within the chief executive’s 
vision for the British Library. Roly Keating 
created the Living Knowledge vision as  
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 FUNDRAISING CHALLENGES 

 “THIS IS A DIFFICULT  
TIME FOR THE  
CULTURAL SECTOR.  
FUNDS ARE LIMITED  
AND GOVERNMENT 
GRANTS-IN-AID ARE 
GETTING SMALLER” 



 JO RUSSELL  is a business writer and editor

– folded up and stuck in – we found a 
little map showing the Peterloo Massacre 
and soldiers blocking the streets in what 
is effectively a 19th-century example of 
kettling. Finding links to the present day  
is exciting, as that is when young people 
will make a connection.”

NEXT STEPS
The site was launched in May 2014  
and feedback so far has been impressive. 
Aside from being described as  
“immensely fantastic” by Stephen Fry,  
and “an important cultural resource 
that can be enjoyed by all ages” by The 
Observer, the figures speak for themselves. 

Having launched with the Romantic 
and Victorian authors, the intention is to 
continue adding to the resource until it 
covers English literature all the way from 
Beowulf up to the present day. 

FUELLING IMAGINATION
The most inspiring aspect of the project 
is that, aside from funding, there are no 
limitations as to scope and creativity. 
Whitfield and her team have free rein to 
unearth collection items and package 
them together in a way that will excite  
and enthuse their target audience. 

“We are creating new map and  
timeline interfaces so that people can 
explore the collections chronologically  
or geographically,” says Whitfield.

“When researching Oliver Twist,  
we found Dickens was transparent  
about places that inspired his work,”  
she adds. “We can pinpoint the area  
that inspired the location where Fagin 
lived with his boys. Consider a young 
person in the heart of the city, imagining 
Dickensian London and how people  
lived at the time, and looking at 
engravings of that neighbourhood.  
It starts to bring it to life when you  
can map it to your location.” 

The team came up with the idea,  
which was then tested on students  
to confirm its potential (as has been  
the case with all aspects of the  
project). It has been built on a mobile- 
first premise, given that the target 
audience is most likely to use mobiles  
to access content. 

Although the Discovering Literature 
project is clearly fulfilling its aims, it’s 
worth asking whether those aims were 
compromised from the start, in that  
the premise for the whole project was 
based around achieving the next best 
thing for people who can’t make it to  
the library to see the exhibits themselves. 
Whitfield disagrees, saying that it is the 
contextualising of the items that makes 
the key difference. 

“There is an assumption, particularly  
in art galleries, that objects should  
speak for themselves, but some can be 
impenetrable. Jane Austen’s juvenilia,  
in which she parodies the monarchy,  
are very funny, but if you are 16, it is  
hard to imagine why – and that goes  
back to context. That’s why we have 
played a unique role in Discovering 
Literature. Rather than being the next  
best thing, it is, in its own way, better,”  
she concludes. 

 LESSONS LEARNED 

n GETTING THE RIGHT PEOPLE ON BOARD  
IS INTEGRAL TO SUCCESS

n KEEPING OTHER DEPARTMENTS ENTHUSED  
AND EXCITED ABOUT YOUR PROJECT HELPS.  
WHEN PEOPLE ARE EXCITED THEY ARE HAPPY  
TO CONTRIBUTE

n KEEP THE FLOW OF COMMUNICATION, 
WHICH GENERATES GOODWILL. THIS CAN TAKE 
DIFFERENT FORMS: OPEN HOUSE MEETINGS THAT 
ANYONE CAN ATTEND, SPEAKING AT DIFFERENT 
DEPARTMENT MEETINGS, REPORTING PROGRESS 
AND HIGHLIGHTING SUCCESSES

Before the Discovering Literature  
project was launched, the Learning website 
had just under two million unique visitors 
annually. That figure has risen to just over 
four million. The target for Discovering 
Literature itself was to reach half a million 
visits in the first year. It received 800,000 
in the first year and took just under 15 
months to get one million visits, a figure 
that is continuing to grow. 

There has also been an increase in dwell 
time. A dwell time of two minutes and 
over is generally considered to be very 
good. The British Library’s has always 
been higher than average at around four 
minutes. Now it is well over seven.
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 KEEPING  
ON TRACK
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Bergen’s light rail 
system is one of the 
most innovative in 
the world. JASON HESSE 
discovers how the city 
is using the newest  
3D modelling systems 
to stay on track

All European cities struggle with traffic 
congestion – too many vehicles on the 
road means it can be tough to get around. 
One solution is to invest heavily in public 
transport, as has Norway’s second-largest 
city, Bergen.

Bergen’s light rail system, Bybanen 
Utbygging, has been investing in 
infrastructure for the last decade.  
The latest stage will see the light rail 
extended by a further 7.5km from the 
Lagunen shopping centre to the city’s 
airport in Flesland.

To achieve this extension, Bergen’s  
city council turned to the international 
market to find a project manager who 
could bring innovation to the project.  
In rail circles, Bergen is well known for  
its light rail infrastructure and has won  
a number of awards. For this latest leg,  
the city was keen to keep innovation  
high on the agenda.

“Bergen’s local council needed an 
injection of international experience  
for the delivery of this stage,” says  
Paul Hilton, technical director at  
Mott MacDonald, which won the bid  
for the work at the end of 2012.

The company was hired to provide 
the detailed 3D design, preparation 
of procurement documentation and 
stakeholder management for the €220m 
third stage of the Bergen light rail project.

CUTTING-EDGE  DESIGN
From the get-go, Mott MacDonald offered 
an international approach to getting  
the project done, employing experts  
in Ireland, the Czech Republic, the UK  
and Hungary. At its peak, the project 
involved more than 80 people across  
these countries, as well as liaison staff  
in Norway. 

With staff spread out across Europe, 
technology played an integral role in  
the project’s success. 

“The project was only doable thanks  
to the technology,” says Hilton. “It was  
a huge enabler, allowing us to collaborate 
across all these countries. Just a few 
years ago, if you had an issue, you had to 
describe it over the phone; today, you can 
share a screen and just point it out. This 
project has really demonstrated that it’s 
now possible to execute a complex project 
with distance collaborative working.”

Yet the real innovation in this 
project was the use of the newest 3D 
design technology. Bergen city council 
specifically targeted international 
companies, as it wanted to take a big  
step forward with 3D design. 

“The council had previously tried  
the method with a local Norwegian  
firm, but the project subsequently  
had to be abandoned. It felt it now  
needed a sizeable company with  
proper horsepower,” Hilton explains.

Using 3D design software was,  
Hilton continues, immensely important. 

Once a 3D design was built, it was  
directly used for the project’s civil 
engineering, structures, rail layout  
and even power systems.

Usually, in the UK, clients begin 
projects feeling very excited about  
using 3D modelling and building 
information modelling (BIM), before 

reverting to more traditional methods  
of design. But in this project, 3D 
modelling was maintained as the root 
source of information throughout.

Hilton attributes this to Norway being 
both highly developed and wealthy:  
the plant and equipment used on the 
project had the advantage of being the 
most modern on the market. As such,  
3D modelling systems were deployed  
to their fullest.

For example, in the construction 
phase, the city’s contractors used modern 
excavators with the functionality to 
download the 3D model and then have 
the digger remove precisely the right 
amount of material. “From a sustainability 
position, there was no waste – it did 
exactly what was required,” Hilton says.

LOCAL CUSTOM
That’s not to say the project was easy. 
Hilton admits that there were significant 
cultural hurdles that took some work  
to overcome, particularly when dealing 
with contractors.

“We learned some interesting lessons,” 
he explains. “There is a real requirement 
for a much higher level of detail. 
Norwegian contractors work in a very 
functional way: they won’t interpret 
drawings or add any value around 
design. They just do what they are told, 
sometimes rather blindly.”

This is markedly different to the UK 
market, says Hilton, where contractors  
are less transactional and are more 
involved in the project. 

There is also an expectation in Norway 
that every party will do its job perfectly. 
Yet, as Hilton discovered, the reality is 
that the quality and blend of resources 
is the same as anywhere else – there are 
good and bad people, he says.

In hindsight, Hilton wishes he had 
engaged more local Norwegian resource.

 CULTURAL HURDLES 

 “NORWEGIAN 
CONTRACTORS WORK  
IN A VERY FUNCTIONAL 
WAY. THEY WON’T 
INTERPRET DRAWINGS  
OR ADD ANY VALUE 
AROUND DESIGN”



  JASON HESSE  is the editor of Project
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assumption – as most would have,  
at the time – that Norway had a stable 
currency. No one could have foreseen  
the price of an oil barrel going from $100 
to $30 which, for an economy dependent 
on oil, is devastating.”

It is clear that this has had a negative 
impact on Mott MacDonald’s fees, but 
Hilton remains upbeat. “Would we now 
re-assess Norway’s economic stability? 
Not at all; its all swings and roundabouts,” 
he says.

IT’S NOT ABOUT THE MONEY
Despite the economic turmoil 
surrounding the price of oil, Norway 
remains a wealthy country and this was 
reflected in the day-to-day of the project.

As opposed to the UK, where there is 
always a strong drive to reduce costs all 
the time, in this project, it simply was  
not a driver, says Hilton.

“The client went through all the 
motions, of course, and we would 
constantly try to innovate and provide  
the best value, but this simply wasn’t  
at the top of the client’s list,” he explains. 
“The UK is so in tune with the final 
customer cost – savings are absolutely 
important. But for this project, the local 
council was primarily driven by local 
political and public opinion.”

This led to some “slightly whimsical” 
decisions, Hilton says.

“Norway operates slightly differently  
to other European countries,” he explains. 
“Having more local staff would have 
helped us to better understand some  
of the subtleties around the rules and 
local economy.

“The reality is that we hadn’t foreseen 
some of the ‘games’ that would be played. 
We were constantly battered by the 
building contractors telling us that we 
don’t understand how things are done  
in Norway, and they tried to leverage 
that as much as they could. More local 
resource would have helped resolve that.”

CURRENCY CRASH
From a financial standpoint, one of the 
biggest challenges for the project was 
currency fluctuation. Between 2012,  
when the project was commissioned,  
and 2016, the Norwegian crown has fallen 
significantly against the British pound, 
from eight to 13 crowns to the pound.

“This had an interesting impact  
because we were working with a number 
of countries that did not use the euro – 
there was no common currency. So while 
the income comes from one location, the 
costs sit in another. The British pound and 
the euro went in one direction, while the 
Czech koruna and Hungarian forint went 
the other way,” Hilton explains.

“This was difficult to manage. When 
we bid for the project, we made an 

“The manholes were entirely driven  
by aesthetics – there was little regard 
to cost. We proposed to install standard 
manhole covers, but the city insisted  
on commissioning artist-designed,  
cast-iron covers with a lovely picture  
of Bergen on them, which literally cost 
100 times more than the ones we use  
in the UK. When you come from a  
culture where cost savings are always 
front of mind, you do end up asking 
yourself whether or not this truly is 
money well spent.”

However, in the end, the overall project 
is on track to open on time and on cost. 
The first trains are scheduled to run in 
April in a testing programme, and the  
line is due to open to passengers from  
the summer.

Hilton concludes: “Despite some of  
the challenges, working with a forward-
thinking client that was proactive in 
adopting 3D modelling was great. It’s  
still a very new process, but the client  
was constantly behind it and never lost  
its nerve.” 

 MOTIVATION 

 “IN THE UK, SAVINGS ARE 
ABSOLUTELY IMPORTANT. 
BUT FOR THIS PROJECT, 
THE LOCAL COUNCIL WAS 
PRIMARILY DRIVEN BY 
LOCAL POLITICAL  
AND PUBLIC OPINION”

A 7.5km line 
extension is the latest 
major investment in 
Bergen’s innovative 
light rail system



“DELIVERING WORLD-
CLASS PROGRAMMES 
IS THE MISSION THAT 
I’VE ALWAYS HAD 
AT TRANSPORT FOR 
LONDON. HAVING 
RECOGNISED WHAT 
SUCCESS MEANS 
AND WHAT A WORLD-
CLASS DELIVERY 
ORGANISATION LOOKS 
LIKE, THAT’S WHAT WE 
WORK TOWARDS”
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The newly-appointed president 
of APM sits down with Project 
editor JASON HESSE to discuss 
his plans for building a new 
generation of world-class 
project managers

INTERVIEW << INSIGHT

MEET THE PRESIDENT

“Hub and spoke”. This is how APM’s new 
president, David Waboso, describes his 
approach for the association – but more  
on this later. 

It should not come as a surprise that 
Waboso is using a classic transport model 
for achieving the next phase of APM’s 
growth: he is London Underground’s 
capital programmes director, one of  
the profession’s most high-profile, 
challenging jobs.

Responsible for leading the £1.5bn 
annual Tube investment programme – the 
largest in London Underground’s history 
– Waboso manages a team of more than 
3,000 people and a supply chain of more 
than 15,000 to deliver on investments that 
affect millions of Londoners every day. 

“Delivering world-class programmes 
is the mission that I’ve always had at 
Transport for London,” says Waboso. 
“Having recognised what success 
means and what a world-class delivery 
organisation looks like, that’s what we 
work towards.

“What are the challenges of 
infrastructure investments? How can  
your funders – be they government 
agencies, utility owners or pension funds 
– be given the assurance that, if they 
put money in, they will see operational 
benefits? This is where the role of the 
project manager is fundamental. It is 
not only about time, cost and quality. 
Delivering operational benefits is the 
foundation of a project’s success.”

Waboso is a chartered engineer, but  
his career has seen him fulfil different 
roles. From starting his professional  
life as a civil engineer designing the  
M63 and M66, to becoming a maths 
teacher in an inner-city London school, 
to then returning to engineering 
and mastering the skills of project 

David Waboso

management, Waboso embraces the 
diversity of his career.

“All of these roles have helped me  
to develop the core skills that a project 
manager requires; that is, learning how  
to deliver on time, on budget and with  
the desired outcomes,” he explains.

In the UK, Waboso’s project 
management pedigree includes  
leadership roles on the Jubilee Line 
extension and on the Docklands Light 
Railway – a project that was initially led 
by former APM chairman Mike Nichols, 
who later became Waboso’s mentor.

Further afield, he has worked on 
projects for the European Railway Agency 
and World Bank-funded infrastructure 
developments in Africa.



“WE NEED TO REDEFINE 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
FROM BEING JUST 
ABOUT TIME, QUALITY 
AND COST TO BEING 
ABOUT THE MODERN-
DAY ISSUES THAT WE 
ALL FACE, WHICH ARE 
MUCH MORE COMPLEX. 
APM CAN HELP TO 
DEFINE WHAT  
SUCCESS MEANS IN  
THIS ENVIRONMENT”
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This world-class leadership and 
experience is a key reason that Waboso 
was named as APM’s new president.

“This is an important role at an 
important time for both APM and the 
project management profession,” explains 
Steve Wake, APM chairman. “With the 
government delivering programmes 
worth half a trillion pounds, our drive  
to improve project outcomes and increase 
the number and range of people coming 
into our profession fits well with David’s 
own focus, experience and passion.

“The president is a figurehead and focal 
point for the profession. David joins us at 
an exciting time for project management 
– especially in his sector, transport 
infrastructure, where programmes  
such as Crossrail and HS2 are raising  
the standards of project delivery, as  
well as the profession’s profile.”

What does Waboso hope to achieve 
during his term as president of APM?  
A key theme, he says, is to improve on  
the assured delivery of projects. 

While this fits in nicely with APM’s 
mission statement – “To provide 
leadership to the movement of committed 
organisations and individuals who 
share our passion for improving project 
outcomes” – Waboso is clearly motivated 
to push things further.

What Waboso describes as his  
“hub-and-spoke” model will see  
APM become the profession’s  
leading organisation. 

“I would like to stimulate discussion 
and debate around what it means to be a 
world-class organisation and profession,” 
Waboso explains. “APM’s role is to 
deliver qualified professionals, build 
a talent pipeline and redefine project 
management in a much broader context 
of collaboration that will build a truly 
world-class profession.”

BROADENING TALENT
Broadening the talent base is instrumental 
to achieving this, and it is a theme that 
past APM presidents have also focused 
on and have already achieved with some 
success. But efforts to reach out to the 
wider population must continue. 

“It is just good business that project 
professionals should come from the 
broadest workforce,” says Waboso. “Let’s 
make it more diverse and attract people 
that represent the entire nation.”

To start, this could mean reaching out 
to schools across the country.

“I want young people to be excited 
about project management,” he says. “It’s 
already happening through entertainment 

shows such as The Apprentice, in which 
participants talk about who will be the 
project manager and how to manage a 
project successfully. Project management 
is already being used in everyday language 
in a programme that is seen by millions of 
young people, and we need to encourage 
this even further.”

These role models should be used 
‘unashamedly’, he adds, so that young 
people understand what the profession  
is about and why it is so important. As  
the key association for the profession, 
APM has a role to play. 

“APM must inspire more people from 
diverse backgrounds to come into the 
profession so that we can produce a 
cadre of project professionals who are 
empowered to deliver. Let’s send out  
the message that we have strong role 
models, and let’s produce professionals 
who can lead complex, multi-billion 
pound investments.”

Education and increasing diversity  
in the profession is one of Waboso’s key 
passions. He has served on numerous 
committees that focus on the teaching  
of STEM (science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics) subjects in schools. 
He speaks regularly to the media and 
promotes opportunities for people of  
all backgrounds to realise their full 
potential in both engineering and  
project management.

GROWING COMPLEXITY
Waboso recognises that many projects 
are becoming increasingly complex. No 
longer are they about simply managing 
time and costs. Today, many projects cross 
organisational and national boundaries, 
involve stakeholders with competing 
agendas, and require tough and brave 
solutions to deliver outcomes that are 
efficient and offer value for money.

In order to tackle the modern-day 
challenges of project management,  
the industry needs to reinvent itself.

“We need to redefine project 
management from being just about 
time, quality and cost to being about 
the modern-day issues that we all face, 
which are much more complex. APM can 
help to define what success means in this 
environment, encouraging and helping 
members to deliver within or below 
budgets, and always pushing operational 
benefits to the front of members’ minds.”

Waboso is certainly well versed in 
working and delivering on complex, 
critical projects. The £1.5bn worth of 
capital projects that he is responsible for 
at London Underground involve a critical, 



 JASON HESSE  is the editor of Project
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DAVID WABOSO 
EDUCATION
1980: MSc civil and environmental 
engineering, Imperial College London 
CAREER 
1980: Maths teacher
1982: Parkman Consultants, Pell 
Frischmann – Water supply and transport,  
west Africa
1990: Nichols Group – Docklands  
Light Railway
1996: Nichols Group, Bechtel -  
Jubilee Line extension
2000: Bechtel – Thameslink 
2001-2003: Nichols Group – European 
Rail Traffic Management System
2003: Strategic Rail Authority – 
Executive director
2005: London Underground - Director of 
engineering/capital programmes director 
AWARDS
1996: UK Project Manager of  
the Year (APM)
1996: Certificate of Project Management
1998: Fellow of the Institution of  
Civil Engineers
1999: Fellow of the Institution of  
Railway Signal Engineers
2006: Honorary fellow of London 
South Bank University
2007: Fellow of the Royal Academy  
of Engineering
2011: Fellow of the City and Guilds of 
London Institute
2011: Honorary fellow of APM 
2013: Awarded CBE for services to 
transport in London
2014: Infrastructure and Manufacturing 
Lead of the Year, Black British  
Business Awards
2015: APM president

busy operational network that London 
depends on day-in, day-out. Every year, 
more than 1.3 billion passengers use  
the network.

“All of the projects that I’m involved 
with are critical. The safety of the 
operation, those working on the project 
and the end-user is fundamental,” he 
explains. “Yet these projects also need  
to deliver on performance and reliability 
while, at the same time, minimising the 
disruption of assets – otherwise, it can 
quickly cause the project to fail.”

Waboso’s team at Transport for London 
works to a very complex set of funding 
and stakeholder requirements. Financial 
certainty, cost certainty and forecasting 
certainty is fundamental, but he also says 

that, generally, project managers need to 
better understand that the final budget is 
not the only thing to be concerned about.

“The key is to demonstrate that you  
are an efficient project organisation  
and are delivering to the right milestones.  
The investment in the project needs to  
be turned into assets, which then must 
turn into benefits. So if you promise  
to do something by a certain time,  
you must do it. That’s how you build  
a world-class organisation.”

Waboso says that this will be his key 
message while he is president of APM. 
“How can you ensure that your project 
will deliver successfully in an assured 
manner? APM’s ultimate role is to help 
professionals develop and qualify for 

these projects in a way that ensures the 
biggest chance of success.”

And success is essential in order to 
deliver the vital housing, transport and 
energy infrastructure that Britain needs 
for the future. He explains: “With Britain’s 
population set to rise to 70 million over 
the course of the next decade, investing in 
infrastructure will be critically important. 

“Professional project managers – APM 
members – will play a fundamental role 
in this. It’s an honour for me to be the 
new president of APM, and I’m looking 
forward to leading colleagues across  
the profession.” 

INTERVIEW << INSIGHT
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DAVID 
BEAUMONT

Age: 32
Organisation: BAE 
Systems Applied 
Intelligence 
2007: Joined consultancy 
Detica, later acquired by 
BAE Systems
2011: Moved to work on 
the NetReveal product 
suite; successfully 
project managed first 
project for Zurich 
Insurance UK
2012-2014: Project 
manager for multiple 
financial services 
projects
2014: Instrumental 
in securing largest 
NetReveal commercial 
deal; Swiss project 
rated highest customer 
satisfaction score in 
NetReveal UKIMEA 
(85%)
2015: Wins BAE Systems 
Silver Award for 
commercial achievement



Securing the future 

 CHARLES ORTON-JONES  is an award-winning business journalist and editor

“IF PEOPLE AREN’T 
MOTIVATED, THEY CAN 
DERAIL A PROJECT. 
I’VE MADE THAT 
MISTAKE IN THE PAST. 
NOW I MAKE SURE I 
KNOW WHAT PEOPLE 
WANT TO GET OUT OF 
EACH PIECE OF WORK”
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How do you become a rising star of project management? Be eager to learn 
and grow your career, David Beaumont explains to CHARLES ORTON-JONES

It pays to pick your sector. In the past five years, anyone 
working in London property has known only rising 
fortunes. And the hottest sector today? Near the top of 
any list must be cyber-security. Microsoft’s CEO Satya 
Nadella recently stated that online crime destroyed $3tn 
of value in 2015. Barely a week goes by without another 
high-profile data breach. 

Hackers, malware and plain old-fashioned 
incompetence is elevating cyber-security to prime 
importance in the corporate world. 

David Beaumont is surfing this wave of interest. 
He’s a young project manager at BAE Systems’ Applied 
Intelligence unit, which helps private sector clients  
defend themselves against cyber-crime. 

Beaumont recently caught the eye of his superiors 
by delivering the highest customer satisfaction of any 
project in his division – implementing an insurance  
fraud solution for a German client. He also scooped  
an award for a Swiss project. 

“I’m in the right place,” admits Beaumont. “Fraud and 
cyber-crime are high profile. Companies know they need 
to have the right strategy. BAE Systems realised a few 
years back that this would be a vital area, so diversified 
from hardware into online protection and detection.”

The product that Beaumont delivers is called 
NetReveal. It monitors customer activity, looking  
for suspicious patterns. 

“Banks use it to look for odd behaviour,” he explains. 
“A customer might open multiple accounts and then 
move money around them to simulate normal activity. 
That person’s credit rating rises, credit cards are maxed 
out and the culprit disappears. NetReveal will spot that 
type of behaviour before the fraud happens.”

Each client has different requirements for NetReveal. 
The product must be tweaked in order to work for each 
new usage. This is where Beaumont comes in. He and his 
merry band of coders tailor the product for each client.

“I’m the project manager. It’s not a very well 
understood role,” he says. “Sometimes my team asks 
what I actually do” And the answer? “My role starts  
with establishing the scope of the project. I work out 
how to fit the product into the client’s existing processes. 
I write up the scope and agree a contract. And then I am 
responsible for the implementation.”

What makes him so good at his job? It starts with 
making sure his team is always learning.

“When I assemble a team, I ask each member what he 
or she wants to get out of the project. I believe everyone 
should be stretching themselves, and furthering their 
careers. I find out what will motivate each team member, 
and then assign roles and reporting structures to make 
sure they are all being pushed. I try to make sure some 
people are given the chance to manage others. Ideally, 

everyone on the team will be learning something and 
make personal progress throughout the delivery.”

He’s seen what happens when this isn’t the case:  
“If people aren’t motivated, they can derail a project. I’ve 
made that mistake in the past. Now I make sure I know 
what people want to get out of each piece of work.”

Another lesson: face-to-face contact matters. For the 
prize-winning job in Germany, his team got on a flight 
and met their counterparts in person. “There was no 
video-conferencing,” he stresses.

Risk and issues are ordinary parts of the project 
manager’s repertoire. Beaumont has learned what the 
concepts actually mean. “People get them confused.  
Risk is something that might happen. Issues are 
things that have already occurred. That’s an important 
distinction. Of course, you want to identify risks to  
stop them turning into issues.”

Good project managers work on their weaknesses. 
For Beaumont, this meant 
financial management.  
“I struggled at first,” he says. 
“The secret is to get your 
forecasts right from the start, 
but to keep tracking back and 
checking your numbers.”

And a good project 
manager will stay hungry to 
learn. Up to now, Beaumont’s 
been relying on BAE Systems’ 
internal training in project 
management and leadership. 
“We have an advantage at BAE 
Systems, in that the lessons 
learned in big projects come down to us on smaller ones. 
Those standardised tools produce clear thinking and 
effective behaviours – particularly on assurance.”

To keep high-fliers on a steep trajectory, BAE  
Systems makes use of mentors. Beaumont lights up  
when talking about his mentor Keiren Morris and  
line manager Saif Khan. 

“They have been important in my development,” he 
says. “Keiren gives me lessons on how to manage clients. 
One of the most difficult parts of project management is 
when a client wants something new, but the deal is fixed 
price. He’s helped me see how to handle that.”

Next up for Beaumont are his APM exams. He is vocal 
about the need for project managers to embrace all sorts 
of external qualifications. In the long term, Beaumont 
plans to remain in his current sector. Given that cyber-
security is soaring in importance, it’s going to be a hell of 
place for him to build his career. 

RISING STAR << INSIGHT

RISING
STAR
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“PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
ORGANISATIONS THAT FOSTER  
A CULTURE OF LEARNING WILL 
SEE A GREATER RETURN ON 
TRAINING INVESTMENT, ALONG 
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ABID ISMAIL considers the importance  
of continuing professional 
development for project managers

42 TRAINING >> CPD

THE BEST PRACTITIONERS 
ENSURE THAT THE SKILLS  
THEY HAVE DEVELOPED  
STAY RELEVANT THROUGHOUT 
THEIR CAREER

Any professional role in any workplace requires a particular skill-set and 
knowledge base – and these are a crucial part of what makes an 
employee valuable to an employer.

But knowledge in any discipline is not static; it is constantly 
growing and changing. As a result, it is vital that professionals 
keep abreast of key developments, new viewpoints and  
best practice. 

For anyone working in project management, staying up to 
date with current thinking and best practice is arguably more 
important than ever, but curiously appears to hold less weight 
than it does in other professions. 

Approaches towards project management change incredibly 
quickly, as new practices emerge, develop and fade. A great 
example is how agile concepts and thinking have become 
important skills that organisations are seeking – businesses 
want managers who are willing to grow and adapt to changing 
environments. Yet for many in the sector, professional 
development is considered an optional extra. 

For project managers, having the right knowledge  
and skills reinforces their relevance and capability within  
their organisations. 

STAYING UP TO DATE
Ongoing professional learning and development starts with  
the initial qualification that is recognised as best practice.  
To ensure that they keep receiving the maximum benefit  
from this qualification, and that the original investment does 
not begin to produce diminishing returns, the best practitioners 
will ensure that the skills they have developed stay relevant 
throughout their career through a combination of learning, 
training and experience. 

However, this has to be the right development, relating  
to the individual’s current role and where he or she wants  
to progress. The formal mechanism to support this is commonly 
referred to as continuing professional development (CPD). 

Approaches to CPD vary by industry. Some industries – such 
as healthcare – understandably make some form of continual 
training mandatory, ensuring that all practitioners keep their 
skills up-to-date. For others, such as teaching, some form of  
CPD is an accepted part of day-to-day life. 

Having the structure of a CPD programme helps individuals 
understand the skills they need and plan their development,  
but for this to be successful it also has to be supported by  
the organisation.

The benefits for employers are wide-ranging: CPD can  
help to identify and address skills gaps, it can feed into  
their own professional development programmes and it  
can provide the foundation for growing individuals, teams  
and business functions. 

RETAINING TALENT
It’s important to remember that CPD isn’t just about training;  
it’s about developing professional knowledge and skills using  
a range of activities, including coaching, mentoring, networking, 
self-study and practical experience. 

Having this mix of development will mean that professionals 
can rise to meet new challenges and emerging business needs.  
It is almost always more cost-effective to support existing staff 
than to hire outside the business.

This point about cost and return on investment is also true 
when it comes to staff retention and loyalty. Research shows that 

GET QUALIFIED, 

STAY RELEVANT
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 ABID ISMAIL  is  
CEO of AXELOS

IT’S IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER 
THAT CPD ISN’T JUST ABOUT 
TRAINING; IT’S ABOUT DEVELOPING 
PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND 
SKILLS USING A RANGE OF ACTIVITIES, 
INCLUDING COACHING, MENTORING, 
NETWORKING, SELF-STUDY  
AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

employees with structured development programmes  
that meet their needs, as well as those of the business,  
are dedicated and less likely to look for new roles. 

This is particularly important for small-to-medium  
sized technology businesses, in which key project  
managers hold business-critical technical knowledge  
and skills. By not supporting professional development, 
organisations risk losing their best talent and, as a  
result, being unable to keep up with rising standards  
and deliver best practice. 

It is clear that, for practitioners worldwide, CPD is  
becoming more and more important. Employees at all  
levels – and in all types of companies – are beginning to  
take a more structured approach to their own development  
and demand that employers and training providers take the  
issue to heart as well. 

Better CPD provision helps everyone in a business, from  
the boardroom down. It is vital for practitioners to expand  
their learning and develop their skills, and for companies to 
provide the time and structure to allow their employees to  
train themselves and drive up standards across the industry. 

APM QUALIFICATIONS

APM qualifications are a key part 
of the APM FIVE Dimensions of 
Professionalism, and are designed 
to meet project managers’ needs 
throughout their careers. 

Incorporating a mix of tools, 
techniques, processes and skills, 
they offer a progressive structure 
that demonstrates your project 
management achievements.

What is available?
Introductory Certificate: The APM 
Project Fundamentals Qualification 
(SCQF Level 6): This delivers a 
fundamental awareness of project 
management terminology.
APMP: The APM Project Management 
Qualification (IPMA Level D, SCQF 
Level 7): This is for people with some 
project management experience. 
There is a specifically-designed 
route to APMP for current PRINCE2® 
practitioners.
Practitioner Qualification (IPMA  
Level C): A practical assessment of 
project management skills.
APM Project Risk Management 
Certificates: APM offers level one  
and level two certificates for project 
and programme managers involved  
in project risk assessment in any way.

These qualifications are important  
for project managers as they help  
to demonstrate to employers, clients 
and suppliers that you are a skilled  
and committed project professional. 
Plus, through their alignment with 
IPMA’s four-level certification 
programme, they also provide 
recognition throughout the world. 
Qualifications are instrumental 
to gaining clients’ trust that you 
have been externally assessed as 
competent – and are right for the job.

Registered Project Professional:  
This is APM’s pan-sector professional 
standard, which requires project 
managers to demonstrate the 
capabilities of a responsible leader, 
who has the ability to manage a 
complex project and use appropriate 
tools, processes and techniques. Being 
a registered project professional allows 
you to clearly demonstrate that you 
have been externally assessed as 
competent and that you are dedicated 
to your own continuing development.
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Competence, not qualifications, 
should be the most important 
priority when training project 
managers, says ANDREW WATSON

44 TRAINING >> COMPETENCY

THE STANDARD, MEASUREMENT  
AND EVIDENCE MUST PROVE THAT  
AN INDIVIDUAL CAN CARRY OUT A JOB  
ROLE – NOT SIMPLY PROVIDE EVIDENCE 
OF UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE

In 1971, when I joined the mining industry, the National Coal Board  
was developing and introducing standards-based training.  
At the time, this was cutting-edge, way ahead of its time and,  
in my opinion, the best available training programme in the  
mining industry. 

This was the training environment I was introduced to and  
I can only describe it as superb. Courses and opportunities  
were available for every existing mining job role, including  
mine manager, engineer, electrician, mechanic and miner. 

This was, in effect, the precursor to vocational qualifications 
linked to national occupational standards (NOS), which  
later became national vocational qualifications (NVQs).  
I will confess that I am a convert to NOS and NVQs (or the 
qualifications and credit framework – QCF – as they are now 
known); originally, I was in the camp that believed that NVQ 
stood for ‘not very qualified’. 

What was realised, in later years, is that not every person 
learns in the same way. Some will learn all they need from 
training courses, some will learn on the web, some study  
alone and some need to be shown on the job.

There will also be other methods that some individuals use 
effectively. The importance is not the training, the training 
course or whatever method is used to gain competence, but  
the standard that is to be achieved.

Competence is based on fact – it is not just an opinion.  
A competence assessment system comprises a standard, a 
method of providing evidence of competently meeting the 

standard and a method of quality assuring how that evidence  
is collected. This is how project managers should be trained,  
to maximise their abilities and career success.

CREATING A STANDARD
A standard defines the competencies required by an individual 
to perform his or her job roles. The standard describes what 
comprises a minimum performance level and defines criteria  
for measuring that performance. 

When creating a standard, it needs to:
n Describe the correct, accepted way of carrying out a job role;
n Define the skills required by the job role;
n Indicate the acceptable behaviour required, pertinent to the 
hazard and the risks of the job;
n Define the underpinning knowledge related to the job role.

Note that it is vital that the standard, measurement and 
evidence prove that an individual can carry out a job role 
– as opposed to simply providing evidence of underpinning 
knowledge. The standard is about competence, not just  
a qualification.

There are various different definitions of ‘competence’, but it 
is generally accepted to mean the ability to perform the activities 
within an occupation or function to the standard expected in 
employment. In layman’s terms, that someone is able to carry 
out the job as required and expected. 

The important part of this definition is the word ‘standard’. 
This takes me back to my early days of standards-based training, 
where the importance was placed on the quality of the training 
to achieve the standard. 

This thinking has now changed. The importance is now  
on the standard – how it is achieved is of lesser importance.  

This recognises that different people learn in different ways.  
If the standard is achieved, the training was good and achieved 
the target it was aimed at – the ‘standard’. By making the 
standard the important part of what the training has to  

WHAT MAKES 
A COMPETENT 
PROJECT 
MANAGER?

PROJECTSPECIAL REPORT
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Definitions:
Skills: The ability to interpret information, diagnose potential problems, 
apply corrective action (in line with employer and legal requirements and  
in consultation) and follow procedures.
Underpinning knowledge: Understanding the impact of underperformance.
Behaviours: Attitudes to safety, leadership, management, communication, 
teamwork, achievement of goals and achievement of standards.
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 ANDREW WATSON  is operations manager  
at Mines Rescue Service

COMPETENCE DOES NOT 
COME FROM TRAINING 
ALONE. IT IS MADE UP OF 
A COMBINATION OF SKILL, 
EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE 
AND ATTITUDE

achieve (what is aimed at) you are creating a measure to  
assess performance (competence) against. 

It must be emphasised that competence does not come 
from training alone. It is made up of a combination of skill, 
experience, knowledge and attitude. All of these together  
equal ability which, if used constantly and consistently to a 
standard, equals competence – which all project managers  
strive for.

These suggestions may seem a little over the top to those 
project management firms that already have a fully competent 
workforce of project managers. But what if they are not as 
competent as you assume they are? People will suffer, both 
physically and financially, and the business will not do as  
well as it could. Prevention is better than cure. 
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BENEFITS OF COMPETENCE ASSESSMENT
n Identifies gaps in competence 
n Allows training to be focused on who needs it and where it is needed  

and will provide the most benefit to the business
n Ensures value for investment
n Defines minimum requirements for the job description through standards
n Removes unrealistic expectations
n Provides evidence of a reduction in performance
n Leads to continuous improvement

HOW TO BUILD A COMPETENCE-BASED 
TRAINING SYSTEM

Define standard

Collect evidence of individual performance

Map evidence to standard

Make factual decisions regarding competence

Give feedback (competent or not yet competent)

Plan to cover gaps if not competent

Issue certificate when competence achieved

Define life of certificate (prioritise)
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Training is essential to keep project managers at the top of their game.  
But to ensure measurable outcomes, treat your training programme as  
you would a project, writes MATTHEW CHANNELL

46 TRAINING >> RETURN ON INVESTMENT

ENSURE THAT THE AIMS OF THE 
TRAINING COURSE OR INTERVENTION 
ARE PERSONALISED TO WHAT YOU NEED

The latest UK Commission for Employment and Skills survey shows that 
employers are continuing to invest in training and development. 
On average, 62 per cent of the workforce has undertaken 
training, equating to £42.9bn of employer expenditure – an 
average of £2,550 per person. Increasing numbers of employees 
are being trained, and a significant amount is being spent on 
training by employers looking to gain a competitive edge. 

Many project management firms report that the market is 
increasingly dictating the price of goods and services, so the 
route to profitability and competitive advantage lies in internal 
productivity and efficiency – driven by high-performing and 
qualified staff.

However, it is not enough for firms to engage in training for 
training’s sake. In order to maximise return on investment (ROI), 
it must be the right training, at the right time, for the right 
people. Here are 10 key tips to implement.

1 Use training as a strategic business tool
All too often, training is employed as a remedy to strengthen 

weaknesses in a team, rather than as a strategic part of 
organisational development. As Investors in People has stated, 
aligning employees’ skills and development areas with an 
organisation’s strategy will boost the overall performance of  
a business. 

2 Have clear organisational goals in mind 
An organisation should always ask itself what its goals  

for training are, and what benefit it will receive from  
improving knowledge and skills and creating behavioural 
change in the workforce. These aims and goals should be 
explicitly communicated to employees so that they understand 
what is expected of them before, during and after the training. 
Explaining the bigger picture will encourage them to align  
with the overall vision of the business. 

3 Identify skills gaps accurately 
Don’t be afraid to engage external support to help identify 

gaps and potential interventions. An external consultant will  

be able to look at business needs objectively and identify skills 
gaps. It is often difficult to see past the person in real need of 
further support. 

4 Ask your project team to think about what  
it wants from the training

Establishing organisational goals is essential, but it’s also 
important that your team understands the value of training  
from an individual and personal perspective. Ask the team  
to think about what the training might involve, and what  
each member wants to gain from it. A useful exercise is  
to encourage your project team members to write down  
questions for themselves about the training beforehand,  
and challenge them to answer them by the end of the course. 

5 Create a clear and focused environment
We all have busy lives and multiple tasks to complete in the 

working day, but in order for your team members to get the most 
of out of a training programme, they must be completely focused 
and free from other distractions. Create a timeline of goals and 
deadlines in the lead-up to the training and prepare them to 
work hard to clear their schedules in advance. A proactive and 
focused approach to training will ensure your team reaches its 
full potential throughout the programme. 

6 Ensure that the training actually  
meets the organisation’s needs

Ensure that the aims of the training course or intervention 
are personalised to what you, as a project and programme 
management firm, need. Accepting a training programme 
that has been generically created for all companies is unlikely 
to target skills gaps and improve performance in a project 
management team. Request a bespoke consultation and insist 
on a recommended plan of action that is tailored to fit your 
organisation and provide the outcomes you need. 

7 Evaluate job behaviour  
before and after training

It is very important to evaluate job behaviour before and after 
training to see exactly what impact it has made. And don’t 
stop there. Continue to monitor change to ensure your training 
investment has longevity. Post-training evaluation sheets are 
simply not enough. A good training provider will work with  
you to evaluate ROI effectively.

MAXIMISE  
YOUR RETURN

PROJECTSPECIAL REPORT
TRAINING
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 MATTHEW CHANNELL  is operations director 
at TSW Training

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ORGANISATIONS 
THAT FOSTER A CULTURE OF LEARNING 
WILL SEE A GREATER RETURN ON 
TRAINING INVESTMENT, ALONG WITH 
VAST IMPROVEMENTS IN PERFORMANCE

8 Hire the right training partner
When considering a training provider, it is essential  

that you identify the outcomes you want to achieve from  
the outset. In the early stages, ensure the provider takes the  
time to understand your business and its objectives before 
proposing any interventions. Once it is clear on your goals,  
it should be able to demonstrate how its programme will  
help you achieve them. A good training provider will give  
you advice and support that will maximise the transfer of 
learning back into the workplace, resulting in sustainable 
developments and improved business results.

9 Aim to foster personal  
and professional development

Project management organisations that promote and foster  
a culture of learning will see a much greater return on  
training investment, along with vast improvements in  
project managers’ performance. 

To achieve this, you should aim to develop the following:
n Top-down leadership behaviour that provides positive 
reinforcement and reward for all learning, both formal  
and informal. 
n Systematic processes and practices that promote learning  
and its positive application in the workplace. 
n A supportive environment where employees feel safe  
and have time to practise and reflect without the fear of  
failure or mistakes. 
n A method of aligning individual learning goals and 
interventions with organisational objectives, so that  
employees can recognise how they fit into the bigger picture.
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10 Ensure your project managers  
are consistently engaged

Lack of motivation or even boredom can be the downfall  
of a potentially effective training programme. Make sure  
your project team is fully engaged and focused throughout  
the duration of the training. If something isn’t working, or  
your team is losing concentration, communicate this with  
your training provider. Positive, professional providers will  
be flexible with their programme, and if your team is not 
responding well to an aspect of the training, the provider is 
obliged to adapt its style or delivery. Programmes should be 
continually improved and adapted to create the best results.

As with a project, you should approach a training programme 
by first establishing your objectives and defining exactly what 
you are looking to achieve. 

Once you are clear on these key elements, you will need to 
decide on the best methods of training to suit your organisation 
and team. The greatest ROI will be achieved from training that  
is well planned, organised and systematically controlled, while 
supporting fresh thinking and innovation. Upon completion,  
the training should always be evaluated and measured. 
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<< FIVE DIMENSIONS >> 
REMOTE TEAMS

When considering the different elements that contribute to the success 
of a project, team building and people management are  
probably the most important and, at the same time, the most 
difficult ones to control. As if it wasn’t already complicated 
enough, over the last few years, the increasingly dynamic 
business scenario has made it more common for managers 
to lead remote teams spread across different buildings, cities, 
countries and even continents. 

This adds even more variables – such as different time zones, 
languages and cultural backgrounds – that need to be taken 
into account when choosing a management strategy. In theory, 
remote teams can be a powerful means to deliver complex, 
cross-sector projects, but they need to be managed in an  
efficient and carefully conceived way.

KNOWING YOUR TEAM
When managing geographically dispersed teams, managers need 
to make an even bigger effort to create a strong team culture and 
promote bonding among members and with the management. 
This is particularly important when it comes to short-term 
projects with tight schedules. Remote teams usually also include 

members from different cultural and social origins, so  
managers should make sure that they deeply understand the 
values and social differences related to background of those 
from other cultures and how such factors might affect their 
professional performance. 

In particular, managers should be mindful of choosing the 
most appropriate management style and decision-making 
processes by respecting these differences and promoting a sense 
of equality and fairness. As a result, team members will not only 
feel integrated and valued, but also more engaged in the work 
they are carrying out. 

BUILDING A TEAM CULTURE
Remote teams also make the creation of a shared culture 
particularly challenging because the members have no or  
very little direct contact among themselves and with the 
manager. This can translate into a lack of trust that usually 
comes from both verbal communication and unspoken  
language such as tone of voice, body language, posture, etc.  
In order to compensate for the lack of direct interaction, 
managers should create an open and trusting environment 

There are a number of techniques for managing remote and  
multicultural teams successfully, explains VALENTINA LORENZON

Remote control



 VALENTINA LORENZON   
is an independent project 
manager and consultant and is 
secretary of the APM Women 
in Project Management Specific 
Interest Group
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REMOTE TEAMS

where team members feel comfortable 
to share their opinions and concerns in 
alternative ways. 

For this to be achieved, there must be 
transparency around the running of the 
project and the creation of a shared vision 
showing each member the importance 
and relevance of his or her work within 
the wider context of the project. All 
of the above will strengthen the bond 
between individuals, resulting in higher 
productivity, increased team morale and 
greater motivation.

LEVERAGING STRENGTHS
If managed properly, remote teams 
– especially when they are also 
multicultural – can be extremely 
successful in delivering complex projects. 
This is due to the fact that they provide a 
wide spectrum of expertise and skills as 
well as specific knowledge on different 
markets and sectors.

Similarly, any cultural or linguistic 
differences might be helpful when 
carrying out international projects where 
social references and language skills 
are instrumental to success. In order to 

leverage this wealth, managers should match each team member 
to the most suitable role when allocating resources. 

As a result, team motivation and engagement will increase 
because individuals will feel that, thanks to their specialist skills, 
they add value to the project and, at the same time, managers 
will achieve a higher level of buy-in for the project objectives.

OVERCOMING BARRIERS
What are the tools that managers should use to overcome the 
issues arising in the management of remote teams and to benefit 
from their advantages? Technology now plays a key role in the 
creation of a successful communication system and a strong 
team culture. 

First, managers should define a clear communication strategy 
by identifying the most suitable means and frequency of 
communication. Depending on the team and the work required, 
a combination of emails, Skype and conference calls will be 
necessary to promote team bonding and to avoid team members 
feeling isolated. 

From the manager’s perspective, choosing the right 
communication tools will also help keep an eye on morale 
and performance without compromising the flexibility and 
independence of each member. Managers should also make sure 
that they address and resolve any conflicts or dissatisfactions 
quickly and in a consistent way so that team members feel 

equally treated and comfortable sharing their thoughts at 
all times. Project work and responsibilities should also be 
distributed in an equal way and project members should be 
provided with clear and regular feedback – both positive and 
negative – using the most appropriate communication means.

Remote teams are becoming increasingly popular. In many 
cases, improving their performance can only be a ‘trial and 
error’ process: every team is different and presents specific  
issues that managers often need to solve on an ad hoc basis. 
Applying best practices based on previous experience is already  
a good starting point to leverage the strengths of these teams,  
but the skills and expertise of the project manager are crucial  
to overcome the difficulties of managing these teams while 
making the most of their strengths. 

More specifically, a project manager should be an extremely 
good listener and communicator with the ability to understand 
the needs and values of individuals without interacting with 
them directly. The manager must be a good motivator and be 
capable of creating a trusting environment where team members 
feel listened to and respected. As a result, the project will benefit 
from the team’s strengths and will not be strongly impacted by 
its weaknesses. 

IF MANAGED PROPERLY, REMOTE 
TEAMS – ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY 
ARE ALSO MULTICULTURAL – CAN 
BE EXTREMELY SUCCESSFUL IN 
DELIVERING COMPLEX PROJECTS

TOP FIVE TIPS TO MANAGE REMOTE TEAMS SUCCESSFULLY

1 Build the right team.  
The perfect team  

doesn’t exist, but when 
choosing the members  
of a geographically dispersed 
group, a manager should  
look for individuals with 
specific characteristics like 
high levels of self-motivation, 
open mindedness, 
independence and a  
result-driven mindset.

2 Set defined objectives 
and responsibilities. 

It is essential that each 
team member has a clear 
idea of his or her role and 
what it entails as well as its 
importance and relevance 
within the project framework. 
This will increase the level 
of buy-in and motivation of 
the team.

3Use a coaching 
management style. 

A lot has been said about 
the advantages of this 
management style compared 
to the more traditional 
‘command and control’ one. It 
would definitely be beneficial 
in managing remote teams 
because it promotes a higher 
level of independence for 
each team member, less 
dependency on the manager 
and, as a result, less or no 
need for the manager to be 
present onsite at all times.

4Provide regular and 
fair feedback. Without 

the direct interaction that a 
traditional team promotes, 
it is difficult for managers to 
create a team culture and to 
communicate efficiently with 

the team, especially when  
it comes to delivering 
feedback or discussing 
performance. This can be 
avoided by providing regular  
feedback in a consistent  
and suitable way.

5Monitor morale and 
performance closely.  

This is key in the 
management of any team 
but it becomes crucial when 
dealing with a geographically 
dispersed one. Managers 
need to pay attention to 
any early warnings of 
dissatisfaction and poor 
performance. At the same 
time, tracking progress on 
a regular basis should not 
compromise the flexibility 
and independence that 
characterise remote teams.
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JUSTIFYING PROJECTS

As project managers, perhaps more than anyone, we want projects 
to happen. But there are times when the project we’ve been 
appointed to isn’t established on firm foundations. While we 
don’t want to rain on our client’s parade, we shouldn’t be  
afraid to ask some tough questions at the outset.

In order to do this, we have to understand why, fundamentally, 
the organisation wants to do the project. There are really only 
five reasons an organisation of any type, industry or sector 
undertakes a project. 

1 RETURN ON INVESTMENT
A universally accepted reason to undertake a project is to make  
a return on investment (ROI). An organisation does not need  
a profit motive to need to make or save money: such projects  
are run in the public and non-profit sectors just as much as  
the private sector. 

Financial benefits are arguably the most straightforward to 
specify – you either have money or you don’t. But deciding who 
will accrue these benefits, and when, can be more problematic.

The public sector faces huge challenges when commissioning 
projects that will ‘save money’. Building a new road, for 
example, results in savings for the businesses that use that  
road to transport goods, and these savings are easily quantifiable.  
But it’s not just those businesses that will pay for it; indeed, 
some will pay nothing towards it (foreign-owned firms, for 
example). So the organisation making an investment might  
be different to the one seeing a return. In such cases, it might  
not be an ROI project after all. That’s not to say it’s not 
worthwhile – just that the business needs to think more 
strategically about the benefits.

2 ACHIEVING STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Spending money to achieve strategic objectives is a laudable 
aim for all businesses, but is perhaps most relevant for those in 
the public and non-profit sectors. Examples fill the newspapers 
every day: London 2012 was commissioned to deliver a strategic 
aim of regeneration and increased participation in sport. 
Crossrail’s strategic goal is to increase transport capacity to 
match population growth. These projects will almost certainly 
result in a net cost to the public purse, but their benefits can be 
felt in other, non-financial ways.  

A clearly-defined strategy is critical to the success of strategic 
projects. Many organisations describe projects as ‘strategic’  
when they want to do them but there is no immediate ROI.  
In such cases, the corporate strategy is often vague or 

ambiguous, leaving enough wiggle room for almost any 
‘strategic’ project to be commissioned. This means the project 
will struggle to achieve buy-in from stakeholders. In short, if  
a ‘strategic’ project does not demonstrably help an organisation 
to meet its strategic objectives, the business case is not valid. 

3 COMPLIANCE
Compliance projects are those we tell ourselves we have to  
do, because the law (or some other authority) says so. 

Companies frantically installing ramps, hearing loops and 
large-print signage in response to the Disability Discrimination 
Act is a classic example of a compliance project. The critical 
aspect here is that the organisation hasn’t planned effectively.  
If it had, the disability features would have featured in its 
strategic plan, and been delivered in a better-coordinated way. 

One could argue that some compliance projects are 
unavoidable. Sometimes, organisations will have new legislation 
foisted upon them, and they simply have to react to it – don’t 
they? No; on the contrary, we normally have years of advanced 
warning of new legislation – more than enough time to make 
strategic course corrections and factor new legal requirements 
into our strategic plans. 

4 CRITICAL SUPPORT
“I have to buy this hardware or the system will simply fall  
over.” How often have we heard this ultimatum used (or used  
it ourselves) to justify an urgent project? Like compliance 
projects, critical support projects aren’t completely avoidable. 
A natural disaster, act of terror or computer virus might bring 
about an immediate, unforeseen problem that necessitates an 
urgent project. 

In such cases, sponsors and project managers should be asking 
two questions. The first is, ‘Was this really unforeseen?’ We want 

Whys and wherefores
‘Why do we want to do this project?’ is the most important question of all, 

but one that too often goes unanswered, argues ROB KIDD

MANY ORGANISATIONS DESCRIBE 
PROJECTS AS ‘STRATEGIC’ WHEN THEY 
WANT TO DO THEM BUT THERE IS 
NO IMMEDIATE ROI. IF A ‘STRATEGIC’ 
PROJECT DOES NOT HELP AN 
ORGANISATION MEET ITS OBJECTIVES, 
THE BUSINESS CASE IS NOT VALID
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to know if we could have prevented the problem by planning 
better. The second question to ask is, ‘How can we avoid this 
happening again?’ This means capturing and disseminating 
lessons learned. Project managers should be doing this for  
every project, of course, but those marked ‘critical compliance’ 
should be scrutinised particularly closely to minimise the 
chance of recurrence. 

5 VANITY PROJECTS
A vanity project is one that will cost us money, does not get us  
to our strategic goals, is not legally mandated and is not required 
to keep the business running. It comes about because someone 
in an organisation has an idea he or she thinks is good, and no 
one is brave enough to say it isn’t.

Such projects tend to be led by a very senior member of  
staff or a long-standing volunteer. Vanity projects are often 
managed outside of formal governance arrangements, 
particularly outside of a programme or portfolio. While it 
may be accepted they should be terminated, doing so is often 
characterised as being politically ‘too difficult’. In other words, 
wasting money on a potentially damaging project is preferable  
to having a difficult conversation. 

ENSURING ALL PROJECTS ARE  
STRATEGIC OR DELIVER ROI
No matter what sector we work in, we should always seek to 
commission projects that will genuinely make a return or help 
us achieve our strategic goals. Compliance, critical support and 
vanity projects should be avoided. 

IF A PROJECT IS TO DELIVER 
A FINANCIAL RETURN, THE 
PROJECT MANAGER SHOULD 
BE IDENTIFYING THE CURRENT 
BASELINE, SPECIFYING WHEN 
BENEFITS WILL BE ACCRUED 
AND TO WHOSE BUDGET

There are three things project managers can do to add value 
and help organisations commission the right sort of projects. 

The first is to plan effectively. If a project is to deliver a 
financial return, the project manager should be identifying  
the current baseline, specifying in detail when benefits will  
be accrued and – crucially – to whose budget. If this can’t be 
done, it’s not an ROI project.

The second is to undertake regular, detailed and productive 
lessons-learned activity to help reduce the need for future 
compliance and critical support projects. Enabling continuous 
improvement through supporting lessons learned is a significant 
area for project managers to add value.  

The third thing project managers can do to reduce the number 
of less desirable projects is to ask the person commissioning 
them which of the above categories the project falls into. At 
the Royal College of Surgeons, sponsors have to tick a box on 
the front page of the first project document to say whether it’s 
strategic, ROI, compliance, support or vanity (we say ‘member-
directed’, for reasons of, well, vanity). Just building this quick 
check into our paperwork enables a frank and open discussion 
before projects get off the drawing board. More often than not, 
it’s suggestions from our members that make for the most 
exciting projects, but considering them in this way helps to 
ensure only the best ideas get the green light.

Organisations need to focus their resources on projects that 
get them closer to their strategic goals or deliver solid returns 
(ideally both). As project professionals, we have a clear role in 
helping them to do this.

Project managers tend to want to press ahead with projects 
when they have a head of steam behind them (it’s in our interest, 
after all). But projects established on weak foundations will fail 
to deliver against expectations. This will only make the project 
manager look bad in the end. So we, like our organisations,  
need to take a longer-term view of the projects we manage.   

 ROB KIDD  is head of projects at the Royal 
College of Surgeons
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<< FIVE DIMENSIONS >> 
PROJECT SHAPES

The study and practice of project management techniques 
and methods is still in its infant state, but the high-level 
understanding of project management has become a little 
convoluted. What if we were to take a simplified approach 
to understanding the roots of project management? 

If one is able to make things simple to understand  
and use, then these tools may have an opportunity to  
make someone’s work more clear and effective. Here 
I present my technique to describe high-level project 
management methods.

We can use four simple shapes to describe and 
understand project management – see Figure 1.  
We will start with the triangle, which allows us to plan  
our constraints of scope, cost (resources), and time within 
the defined quality requirements. 

Segmenting the area (not the perimeter) of the triangle into our 
constraints allows for a graphic representation of what needs to be 
done, when, and for how much. The size of the segments will be 
relative to the specific constraints of the project. 

This is not new – it has been effectively used in many project 
management resources in several configurations. You will note 
there is no open space left in the Triangle A graphic shown in 
Figure 2 . This indicates that there is no area (room) for scope, 
time or cost creep. Setting up a project with no room for allowable 
change is ill-advised, so we will add a little slack in our project – 
see Triangle B.

Now that we have our constraints identified, what occurs when 
things happen that affect this plan?

THE SHAPE OF THINGS
The circle allows us to manage and understand risk  
and change. We start with Triangle B as our project plan, 
but we will use the circle to indicate the risk/change. 
Remember, risks are potential positive or negative impacts 
that have to be responded to accordingly, while change 
requests can be planned and/or added to our project plan. 

First we must understand how they (could) impact the 
project. For the purpose of this work we will indicate that 
this change negatively impacts our plan, so our circle will 
be red (I use green for positives). 

To place the circle inside of our constraints, the risk 
would need to have small enough of an impact that it fits 
into our slack window – see Figure 3. If this is the case,  
we know the slack that is planned into our project can 

accept such a small change. But what if it is a big risk or change?
Big changes have to be implemented and managed effectively  

to minimise the negative impact on the project. The risk in  
Figure 4 appears to impact scope and cost outside the boundaries 
of our planned slack. To respond appropriately, we must adjust 
our scope and cost plans accordingly. Viewing it graphically allows 
us to see that this change may warrant a baseline of the project or 
some stakeholder decisions to be made. So, what methods can we 
use to ensure that we are actively managing and monitoring the 
project activities well? That is where the other shapes come in.

So far we have covered simple graphical representations of what 
the project is. Now we will look at how the actual project activities 
are managed. 

Shapes and sizes
Comparing projects to shapes allows project managers to  

simplify their work, writes JOSHUA RENICKER

Figure 1

Figure 2 Figure 3

Scope
Scope Risk and 

change
Scope

Time Time TimeCost Cost Cost

Triangle A

Project 
slack

Triangle B Risk diagram 1
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CLEARING A PATH
A well-known process technique is the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) 
cycle. A good project manager should plan the project activities to 
include an implementation of this cycle. We will use the perimeter 
of a square for this one.  

With proper planning activities, a project manager can start 
the project with a clear path of activities with baselines and 
milestones. So we will start with ‘plan’ in the top left corner of  
our square – see Figure 5. We then need some of these activities  
to be worked on, so moving to the top right of the square we ‘do’. 
The question is: how do we know when it is done?

If we move down to the bottom right corner we ‘check’.  
This check is simply verifying that the ‘do’ that was done meets  
the requirements of the ‘plan’. If something is found to not meet 
the planned requirements, this process allows the project manager 
to put actions in place to correct the error or shortcomings. 

Throughout the project, the ‘check’ activity can result in many 
things. The most effective project managers will use the ‘check’ 
activity as a change driver for improvements (either in the project 
or pushed out as organisational change). 

As we move across to the bottom left corner, we find ‘act’.  
This action results in planning more activities that should follow 

this same cycle. You will see the 
arrow after ‘act’ points back to 
‘plan’, and the cycle continues.

This technique should be 
used when you look at the 
project plan as a whole (from  
a high level) as well as within 
the activities list and details  
of the project plan. PDCA is  
a technique that can be used  
at all levels of your activities  
list and process interaction. 

So. how do interaction 
processes work? These can  
be communicated using a line 
– see Figure 6. Simply stated, 
a process involves  gathering 
inputs and turning them into 
outputs. Thinking of processes 
in this manner allows for 
proper flow of the project,  
as each process will have its 

own inputs that were outputs of a process before. And the outputs 
of a process become the inputs of the next process. This can be 
used throughout the project plan to ensure the most effective  
flow, work breakdown structure and planned activities.

That is project management in four simple shapes. Though 
obviously there are many nuances, methods and tools used in 
project management in order to manage effectively. 

The shape approach at least allows for a high-level, bird’s eye 
understanding of how project management works. A project team 
that understands these concepts may be more effective in the 
project, as having an understanding of how his or her piece fits  
in the puzzle allows for open collaboration and cooperation. 

 JOSHUA RENICKER  is chief operating officer  
of Energy Access
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VIEWING IT GRAPHICALLY ALLOWS 
US TO SEE THAT THIS CHANGE MAY 
WARRANT A BASELINE OF THE PROJECT 
OR SOME STAKEHOLDER DECISIONS  
TO BE MADE ON THE NEXT STEPS
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DIGITAL IMPACT

It’s almost impossible today to think of a commercial project that does 
not involve some form of digital handover. In many industries, 
physical project delivery is accompanied by a digital asset that 
describes or supports a physical asset in some way. 

The complexity of the digital asset will vary depending upon 
the industry and the application. It could be a set of detailed 
drawings; specifications and tolerances to accompany an 
automotive component; data-sheets that describe electrical  
parts or appliances; specifications and digital images for items  
of clothing; or a database of test data compiled over many years 
to accompany the development of a new drug.

In the quest to achieve better project outcomes, we have 
seen an increase in collaboration over the last few years, made 
possible by advances in technology that enable easier access to 
shared digital information. 

For complex projects, the digital asset is more likely to be the 
result of a collaborative effort between different individuals and 
organisations. For example, the construction of a new building 
will involve the owner, architects, engineers, contractors and 
operators who will run the building after its completion.

The point is that digital delivery is becoming the norm – 
but has anyone stopped to consider the impact on the project 
managers responsible for project delivery? Have they become 
the victims of scope creep, with digital delivery becoming yet 
another item on their already lengthy ‘to-do’ lists?

MANAGING DATA
The creation, maintenance and delivery of a digital asset requires 
different skills to those of the traditional project manager. 
Delivery of a digital asset is not something that can be tagged 
onto the end of a project. 

IT systems to support digital delivery should not be point 
solutions chosen by individuals. The terminology used to record 
data must be understood by all who will access it, and processes 
need to be defined to prevent a free-for-all, with people 
dumping random data into a digital pot just in case it is needed 

later. These are big organisational issues that are not easily 
resolved at project level.

The route to a solution begins with senior management 
recognising that data should be treated as a corporate asset  
and that project data is a digital asset with significant value  
to a client and potential revenue implications for the company. 

The business needs to decide what data should be recorded – 
often this is driven by regulatory or client requirements.  
For example, in the world of drug development, specific data 
is required by government agencies. In the engineering sector, 
client specifications may dictate the essential data to record. 
In construction, the new government mandate to use building 
information modelling for public sector projects stipulates the 
use of a collaborative 3D model, linked to building information.

After deciding what data is to be recorded, the next steps are 
to decide where it will be recorded and by whom, and who will 
have access to the data. 

This involves choosing an open system that can be accessed 
by all project stakeholders (internal and external) and using a 
common language that can be understood by all.

One of the more complex areas to decide upon is the workflow 
for the data. Will responsibility or ownership of the data pass 
through an organisation from department to department and,  
if so, how can this workflow be enforced? Choosing a suitable IT 
system with a digital sign-off capability is a good way to reinforce 
the desired workflow and ensure that an audit trail is produced.

GOOD DATA QUALITY
Processes and procedures that ensure high standards of data 
integrity are essential. If data is not recorded correctly, and in 
accordance with the agreed language, its value to the business 
will be severely diminished. Behaviours are difficult to change 
and some organisations have found to their cost that employees 
have a habit of looking for short-cuts. 

A triple ‘i’ programme should be considered: ‘instruct’ 
(educate staff about the importance of data quality and 

Digital delivery
The provision of digital assets should be considered from the outset of 

projects to guarantee better outcomes, writes MICHAEL MCCULLEN

THE DELIVERY OF A DIGITAL ASSET 
REQUIRES DIFFERENT SKILLS TO 
THOSE OF THE TRADITIONAL PROJECT 
MANAGER. IT CAN’T BE TAGGED  
ONTO THE END OF A PROJECT

CHOOSING A SUITABLE IT SYSTEM 
WITH A DIGITAL SIGN-OFF CAPABILITY 
IS A GOOD WAY TO REINFORCE THE 
DESIRED WORKFLOW AND ENSURE 
THAT AN AUDIT TRAIL IS PRODUCED
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standards); ‘incentivise’ (introduce a reward system for 
personnel who achieve high levels of data quality); and  
‘inspect’ (check the desired standards are being achieved).

Having decided what data to record, the common language 
to be used, the workflow and the policies for data quality and 
integrity, a critical decision remains: the choice of IT system. 

Desirable characteristics are for it to offer a scalable and 
collaborative environment in which all of the relevant data 
can be recorded and accessed easily by project stakeholders. 
Ease of use is vitally important to ensure that those who access 
information infrequently, or on mobile devices, can find what 
they are looking for quickly. A system that caters for digital 
handover to clients is essential; software-as-a-service tools  
score highly here as no software install is required, only a  
client login and password.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT BACKING
It is understandable that organisations may, in the first 
instance, turn to project managers to take on the role of digital 
information manager. This is because of their demonstrable 
ability to get things done in an organised way and to marshal 
resources to achieve profitable outcomes for the business. 

However, it is evident that project managers alone cannot 
be held responsible for implementing the processes described 
above for good data management. It is important that senior 
management recognises that new skills and competences 
are required to create and maintain good data. Current team 

members will require training, and new centralised information 
management teams may be required to assist project managers.

Supporting the business and its project managers in the 
delivery of digital assets will become ever more important as 
digital delivery becomes a contractual requirement in many 
industries. This is what is happening in centrally-funded 
governmental construction projects, where digital assets  
will be required to be delivered alongside physical assets  
from April 2016. 

By managing data as a corporate asset, and ensuring  
the value of good data is recognised throughout the whole 
workforce, organisations can build on the contractual and 
regulatory requirements to deliver digital assets in order to  
add value for all of their clients. 

Introducing more efficient, better organised and more 
collaborative processes will lead to better project outcomes in 
terms of time, risk and cost. Ultimately this means potentially 
higher revenues and improved customer retention for the 
business and the delivery of greater value to its clients. 

 MICHAEL MCCULLEN  is chairman  
of Sitedesk

PROJECT MANAGERS ALONE CANNOT 
BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR GOOD DATA 
MANAGEMENT. SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
MUST RECOGNISE THAT NEW SKILLS 
AND COMPETENCES ARE REQUIRED
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PMO

A variety of titles are given to the body that ‘supports’ a project, driven 
primarily by the service it provides. Let’s examine how project 
management offices (PMOs) provide administrative support and 
specialist, consultancy, advisory and governance services – and 
how you can optimise the function by exploiting the highest-
value levers to provide maximum return on project investment.

The overall benefit of having a PMO is often questioned. Some 
consider it to be an overhead that adds little value to a project 
and it is generally accepted that PMOs exist for no more than  
an average of five years in organisations. 

However the Cabinet Office – through the P3M Best 
Management Practice approach – views PMOs as an  
important part of the project management structure.  
What is indisputable is the potential benefit of a properly  
defined and installed PMO, which is why most 
large organisations want to embed them in 
their project management structures.

Information that is more evidence-based and 
less anecdotal is clearly needed to inform the 
debate on how the PMO function can be made 
more consistently beneficial and better aligned 
to the needs of specific project types. This 
can happen both through involvement in the 
prioritisation phase and defining and owning 
the governance process of in-flight projects.  

In the absence of specific PMO survey 
recommendations, we are assessing recent 
wider P3M survey sources with the assumption that specific 
PMO functional requirements can be abstracted and extrapolated 
from the underpinning evidence. 

Given the weight of subjective evidence, a prioritisation of 
these PMO requirements is considered which provides a critical 
perspective of how PMO functions could be optimised.

THE EVIDENCE
Consideration has been given to three recent and seminal global 
P3M surveys conducted in the context of the generic spectrum  
of PMO functions.

First, we looked at PwC’s fourth Global PPM Survey 
(September 2014). This survey asserts that there are two things 
that project management professionals can do differently to 
encourage organisations to improve project success:
n Get the basics right by aligning organisational and project 
strategy and ensuring you resource projects with the right 
capacity and capability.

n Develop better ways of delivering projects by: making  
decisions using objective criteria; enabling people to deliver 
success; aligning executive and project teams; being flexible  
and changing faster; and measuring progress and managing risk.

Second was PMI Pulse of the Profession: The High Cost of Low 
Performance (February 2014). This highlights the following:
n Alignment of projects with strategic objectives has the 
greatest potential to add value to an organisation. In practice, 
organisations report that only 40 per cent of projects are aligned.
n High-performing organisations succeed through a strategic 
focus on people, processes and outcomes.
n Organisations clearly benefit from the standardisation 
and maturity of their P3M processes, and high performing 
organisations are significantly more likely to fully understand 

the value of project management, have a  
PMO and use standardised practices.
n A high level of benefits realisation 
management maturity is inextricably linked  
to project success, although fewer than one 
in five organisations report a high level of 
maturity. High-performing organisations are 
nearly eight times more likely to have a mature 
benefits realisation process.

Finally we considered, PMI Pulse of the 
Profession: Capturing the Value of Project 
Management (February 2015). In addition to 
the previous year’s survey, this identified the 

requirement for: greater knowledge transfer; more rigorous risk 
management and more frequent use of agile; and incremental 
and iterative project management practices.

APPLYING TO PMO
The following survey findings were correlated, consolidated and 
considered in terms of functional and performance requirement: 
n Base decisions on objective criteria (better project information, 
performance management, risk management).
n Enable people to deliver (competent and sufficient staff with 
the appropriate resources, tools and technology).
n Measure progress and manage risk (mature performance and 
risk management capability and processes).
n Align the project, its executive and project team with strategic 
objectives (benefits management process used, communicated 
and maintained).
n Be flexible; change faster (agile and pragmatic processes, more 
regular stakeholder engagement).

Optimising the PMO
Where does the PMO add the most value? STEVE ROBINSON and  

EMMA-RUTH ARNAZ-PEMBERTON look at how to optimise this function

WHAT IS 
INDISPUTABLE  
IS THE POTENTIAL 
BENEFIT OF  
A PROPERLY 
DEFINED AND 
INSTALLED PMO
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n Use standardised project management processes (create a 
practical project environment where P3M best practice is valued 
and applied).

This consideration was overlaid on a generic spectrum of PMO 
categories and functions (known here as services) to indicate an 
interesting pattern of PMO criticality ‘hot spots’ (see figure 1).

This assessment doesn’t diminish the importance of the other 
PMO functions but it does appear to emphasise that, according 
to the studies, the support and specialist services categories seem 
to dominate when viewing the operation of a PMO from a wider 
operational perspective.

ASSESSMENT
The mapping indicates, when taking a project perspective, that 
there are some functions which, if undertaken or enabled by the 
PMO, are likely to be more critical than others in enhancing the 
likelihood of project success. 

A summary of the mapping and assessment indicates an 
optimised PMO would apply two key levers. 

DEVELOP AN 
ENVIRONMENT 
THAT VALUES  
THE STANDARDS 
OF BEST PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICE

First, to develop and maintain a project 
environment that values the standards 
and tools of best project management 
practice and provides specialist expertise 
in resource, risk, performance and 
benefits management, underpinned by 
accurate project information.

Second, that caution is required. 
Because this cursory subjective analysis 
is viewed from the perspective of PMO 
capability alone, it does not consider 
the capacity issue which is clearly vital 
when assessing the sufficiency of project 
resources and technology. 

This particular analysis and assertion 
considers the criticality issue from a 
solely project, rather than programme or 
portfolio, perspective. When the latter are 
considered, the issue of coordination and 
resource balancing across projects joins 
the functions of criticality.

CONCLUSIONS
Rather than providing any definitive 
answers, this cursory analysis provides 
the basis to stimulate further debate and 

discussion. However, this does not detract from the central thesis 
that some PMO functions will have more influence on successful 
project outcomes than others.

While the project management overhead is under increasing 
scrutiny, the need to optimise the PMO operation and function  
is pressing. When there is a better understanding of this,  
the value of the PMO in enabling process success will also be 
better understood.  

 STEVE ROBINSON   
is a senior lecturer  
at Southampton  
Solent University
 EMMA-RUTH  
ARNAZ-PEMBERTON   
is chair of the  
APM PMO Specific 
Interest Group
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NEUROSCIENCE

There’s a ‘catch-22’ in project delivery. Research led by Professor 
Terry Williams into early warning signs for complex projects 
concluded that formal project review processes are ineffective 
until we can pick up on subtle dynamics like groupthink, 
political pressure and inconsistent decision-making, alongside 
progress, risk and finance. The main challenge to improving 
delivery is in our heads, and too many of us are blind to the 
human and organisational dynamics.

These findings present the project management community 
with a challenge. If we can’t readily see these dynamics playing 
out, how do we know they are real and how do we seek to 
influence them?

Ten years ago, you could be forgiven for labelling talk  
of invisible human and organisational dynamics as ‘flaky’.  
Not so now. Neuroscience may be in its infancy, but it’s already 
providing insights into how the human brain works that have 
profound implications for project and programme management.

How does how the brain work, and how do these invisible 
dynamics arise?

THE THREE-PART BRAIN
The brain is made up of three parts, which are often referred to 
as the primitive brain, the feeling brain and the thinking brain – 
see page 61.

The primitive brain is focused on survival by ensuring that 
body processes such as breathing and heart function are 
maintained. The feeling brain acts as our emotional command 
centre – it’s where aspects of memory reside and impulsive 
actions begin. The higher brain functions such as analysis, 
creativity, logical decision-making and empathy originate in  
the thinking brain.

We are conscious of activity taking place in the thinking  
brain, only partly conscious of activity in the feeling brain  
and unconscious of activity in the primitive brain.

The three parts of the brain are intimately connected and 
linked to the body. Together they operate as an integrated system. 
Acting in consort, their primary concern is to ensure our survival. 
To achieve this, the amygdala, which sits in our limbic brain, is 
constantly scanning the environment to identify things, people 
and situations to avoid (threats) and those it is safe to approach. 

We’ve evolved as social creatures and we face very different 
threats to our hunter-gatherer ancestors. In the 21st century, 
we are constantly on the lookout for perceived threats to our 
psychological safety.

As an integrated system, the brain needs to make best use  
of available energy resources. The feeling brain – which acts 
largely on autopilot – is far more energy efficient than the 
thinking brain. You’re probably familiar with the idea that, 
when learning new things, such as how to drive, we go from 
unconscious to conscious incompetence and then to conscious 
competence and unconscious competence.

As we assimilate the knowledge and skills to drive, mental 
activity moves from the thinking brain, where it requires a lot 
of energy and effort, to the limbic and then the primitive brain – 
where it is instinctive.

SCANNING FOR THREATS
The amygdala is constantly scanning for external signals of  
threat picked up through our five senses: sight, sound, smell, 
taste and touch, and internal signals of threats picked up, for 
example, through an elevated heart rate or shortness of breath.

It assesses all incoming signals to see whether they are hostile 
or familiar. For signals perceived as threats, because they are 
hostile or unfamiliar, it takes around 80 milliseconds for an 
automatic threat avoidance impulse to kick in. This happens 
at an unconscious level. The signal telling us about our actions 
doesn’t reach the thinking brain until 240 milliseconds.

At the same time, one or more avoidance emotions (fear, 
anger, disgust, shame and sadness) are triggered, which can 
effectively take the thinking brain offline. This automatically 
provokes an avoidance/threat response characterised by 
behaviours such as defensiveness, denial, attack and withdrawal. 
We are all wired for survival, and prone to these reflex-like 
responses. All it takes is for us to perceive a threat, which might 
be the smallest of signals.

As soon as a threat response kicks in, energy is diverted away 
from the thinking brain and we are not able to use higher brain 
functions until equilibrium is restored. Generally, we are not aware 
that it has happened to us or that our productivity has dropped.

Brain science
Insights from brain science can help manage projects and influence 

change, says CAROLE OSTERWEIL

WE ARE CONSCIOUS OF ACTIVITY 
TAKING PLACE IN THE THINKING 
BRAIN, ONLY PARTLY CONSCIOUS  
OF ACTIVITY IN THE FEELING BRAIN 
AND UNCONSCIOUS OF ACTIVITY  
IN THE PRIMITIVE BRAIN
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What constitutes a threat is determined by prior experience, 
and is very individual. For example, seeing a client flinch 
momentarily as you present performance figures might spark  
a defensive reaction in you, but have no impact on a colleague  
at the same meeting.

And there’s no saying what impact you barking a response 
to your client’s questions will have. They might take it in their 
stride. They might not.

Not all signals provoke avoidance behaviours and take the 
thinking brain offline. If the amygdala assesses signals as familiar 
and safe, the opposite happens. In this case, they provoke an 
approach response, generating attachment emotions of trust, 
love, excitement and joy: words that are more often used to 
describe the relationship between a mother and baby than  
adults in the corporate world.

When these emotions are coursing through the body, the 
thinking brain is operating at its best – people are highly 
motivated, creative, collaborative and able to learn together.

PROJECT IMPLICATIONS
The implications for project and programme management  
are profound. To borrow from executive leadership coach  

PROJECT SUCCESS RELIES ON OUR 
ABILITY TO EVOKE ATTACHMENT/
APPROACH BEHAVIOURS SUCH AS 
CREATIVITY AND COLLABORATION 
AND TO REDUCE OUR TENDENCY TO 
PROVOKE AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOURS

Tara Swart and colleagues: “Whether you like it or not, 
everything you say or do as a project, programme or change 
manager, by way of communication, by every verbal and non-
verbal means, is transmitted into the feelings systems of others 
and has an impact on delivery.”

Project success relies on our ability to evoke attachment/
approach behaviours such as creativity and collaboration  
and to reduce our tendency to provoke avoidance behaviours.

Neuroscience gives us an insight into relationship dynamics 
that were previously invisible, as well as a new understanding  
of how we unwittingly create these dynamics. It also gives us 
clarity over their impact on ourselves and others.

If so much is going on beneath the surface of interactions 
between two people, just imagine what happens on a project 
involving 10, hundreds or even thousands of people.

Developing an understanding of these subtle human and 
organisational dynamics is essential if we want to improve 
project success rates. The evidence is there; the challenge  
is to act on it. The crucial first step is learning how to avoid 
avoidance behaviours. 

 CAROLE OSTERWEIL  is a director at  
OMQ Consulting
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CLIENT PROJECT MANAGERS

There are many different ‘types’ of project manager – they all have the 
same core skills, but emphasise different aspects to suit their 
roles. One of these key types is the client project manager, 
who acts for the client – as opposed to a project manager who 
provides hands-on delivery. 

The traditional focus of project management literature,  
bodies of knowledge and competency frameworks has  
described hands-on delivery, leaving client project managers  
to fit in where they can. This lack of clarity about the 
competencies and responsibilities of a client project manager 
results in projects not delivering benefits, frustrated deliverers 
and sponsors, widespread angst and re-work.

Client project managers both deliver projects and employ 
others to do so. This requires a different emphasis on separate 
competencies to discharge their various responsibilities. This 
article describes these two types, how they relate, some of the 
common problems with the relationships, their responsibilities 
and what the difference in competencies are.

From the perspective of the client, the supply chain will 
deliver the core scope, such as an IT system, civil structure, 
testing of a new drug or bringing a new product to market. 
Supply-chain delivery project managers may manage many 
different suppliers at various levels.  

The client project manager may deliver the desired outcome 
in a range of ways, including: buying a turnkey solution and 
managing the internal groups and users to integrate the project 
into the organisation; managing the supply of client goods 
and services to be integrated by the supply chain into the final 
product; and managing other internal 
or external projects that allow the 
overall project goals to be realised.

The client project manager acts 
as the interface for the project into 
the organisation, managing the 
commercial relationship, reporting 
and providing any clarification needed. 
This interface to the supply chain will 
usually be through the delivery project 
manager.  

There will be other relationships 
that develop as the project progresses. 
The sponsor may have a relationship 
with the senior director within the 
delivery organisation, which may also 
work as an escalation route; or the 

users may have relationships with the people conducting the 
work (for example, designing, building and testing), either as 
part of the team or for providing clarifications.

The characteristics of client project managers that make them 
different from delivery project managers are that they focus 
on areas more aligned with those of a sponsor and programme 
manager, taking a more strategic, benefits and outcome view.

PROBLEMS
There are a number of common problems that beset the 
relationship between the client and the delivery project manager, 
and these exist whether they are managing the delivery of a 
multi-billion pound capital asset or a small IT project.  

Common issues include:
n The assumption by the deliverer that the client is a 
homogenous organisation. There will be different factions – 
for example, operator, maintainer, different types of user and 
sponsor. On occasion, the client project managers may not be 
able to align these views and develop a single voice.
n The values of the two organisations are not be compatible.  
This may generate a lack of trust, conflict or misunderstanding.
n The goals of the two organisations are not clear or aligned, 
driving people to achieve different or even conflicting objectives.
n The client project manager has the technical skills but 
lacks the experience, gravitas or credibility within the client 
organisation to manage the project.
n When under pressure, the client project manager reverts  

to his or her previous role and  
exhibits the behaviours of a  
delivery project manager. 
n The contract is not well managed, 
allowing overspends, delays and 
unwanted surprises.
n The contract is badly drafted and 
does not drive the right behaviours.
n There is no clear segregation of 
duties between the client and delivery 
project managers, causing conflict 
where things are managed twice,  
or gaps where each assumes it is  
the other’s responsibility.

To deliver success, client project 
managers have a number of essential 
activities and responsibilities. 

A tale of two 
disciplines

Client-side project managers offer different skills to those on the delivery 
side, says ALISTAIR GODBOLD. Here is how to make the most from both types

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
CLIENT PROJECT MANAGERS 
THAT MAKE THEM DIFFERENT 
FROM DELIVERY PROJECT 
MANAGERS ARE THAT THEY 
FOCUS ON AREAS MORE 
ALIGNED WITH THOSE OF A 
SPONSOR AND PROGRAMME 
MANAGER, TAKING A MORE 
STRATEGIC, BENEFITS AND 
OUTCOME VIEW
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To ensure a successful project, they should:
n Ensure that the values of the delivery organisation and project 
are aligned with the client. Quite often they will work as an 
integrated team in some if not all of the activities.
n Have the appropriate authority within the client organisation 
and the full support of the sponsor.
n Maintain the link from the project to the strategy and the 
outcomes of the organisation.
n Lead the relationship with the delivery organisation  
by example, especially when the going gets tough.
n Create an environment for success, setting the tone for the 
project and establishing that the client is committed to success, 
while acknowledging and dealing with issues.
n Manage how the client organisation interfaces with the 
deliverer. Control this to ensure a consistent message and 
prevent problems and unnecessary changes.
n Conduct internal reporting to the sponsor/other stakeholders.
n Respond to questions of clarification and change as the focal 
point for the organisation, ensuring a consistent message.
n Maintain the commercial contract with the deliverer, 
monitoring the achievement of milestones.

The competencies needed for the delivery and client project 
managers are very similar. However, client project managers 
need to have a more strategic outlook and higher levels of 
competence in commercial, leadership, communications, 
assurance, ethics and professional skills. On top of these classical 
project management competencies, they also need experience, 
gravitas and credibility within the client organisation. 

Good delivery project managers do not necessarily make good 
client project managers – and vice versa. Client project managers 
play a vital part in the delivery of projects, with distinct 
responsibilities and competencies. Successful delivery depends 
on being clear in what you look for in your client project 
managers, their responsibilities and their competencies. 

 ALISTAIR GODBOLD  is a consultant at  
The Nichols Group and is deputy chairman  
of the APM board

CLIENT PROJECT MANAGERS

Managing the strategic context to 
ensure that the assumptions, basis 
and company strategy on which the 
project was approved remain valid

 
Managing the environment of the 
client organisation to ensure they 
have the appropriate interactions 
with the deliverer and each other. 
They will also ensure that the 
sponsor continues to be effective 
and has the right interactions

Making sure the organisation  
and sponsor are kept informed  
of progress, that the project  
remains visible and that there  
are no surprises

Ensuring the benefits of the  
project are realised by putting  
in place the correct mechanisms 
and accountabilities

Driving the client organisation’s 
business case, financial governance 
and approvals for the delivery of 
the project

 
Managing the commercial 
arrangements with the deliverer in 
line with the terms of the contract

 
Conducting or commissioning 
assurance of delivery to give 
confidence that the project is being 
managed in-line with good industry 
practice and that the outcomes and 
benefits will be realised

Ensuring that the right information 
and equipment is supplied to the 
deliverer in-line with the contract 
and that questions are responded  
to in a controlled and timely way

DELIVERY PROJECT MANAGERS

Managing delivery to the contract. 
Making proposals to the delivery 
project manager when added 
value can be created or when 
assumptions turn out to be invalid

Managing the environment  
of the delivery organisation so  
the sub-contractors can deliver 
and the interactions with the  
client are controlled and positive

 
 
Regularly reporting on progress, 
the status of risks and issues and 
when information, decisions or 
support are needed from the client

 
Delivering the capabilities  
of the project as set out in  
the requirements

 
Driving the delivery organisation 
governance processes and 
preparing the information  
needed to input to the client 
governance processes

Managing the commercial 
arrangements with the client in line 
with the terms of the contract, and 
with those of the sub contractors

Conducting or commissioning 
assurance to give confidence  
that the project is being managed 
in line with the contract and will 
deliver outputs at the agreed cost

 
Requesting and receiving 
information and equipment in-line 
with the contract and ensuring  
that questions are co-ordinated 
and tracked



Jargon buster
What is a ‘pre-mortem analysis’ and why should it become part of the 

project manager’s arsenal? BRIAN WERNHAM explains

 

We all know what a post-mortem 
is: that horrible period after a 
disaster where fingers point 
and scapegoats are identified. 
But do you know what a pre-
mortem is? 

A pre-mortem is a roleplay 
exercise where senior project 
stakeholders imagine the 
unimaginable: that the project 
has collapsed due to 
completely avoidable risks.

WORKSHOPPING 
THE UNTHINKABLE?
Start out by holding a risk 
workshop and getting the 
participants to imagine that 
the project in question has 

COUNTERMEASURES
The use of a pre-mortem 
provides the team with 
‘prospective hindsight’  
– an encouragement to think 
the unthinkable that goes 
beyond classic risk ‘bottom-
up’ management. 

Your pre-mortem  
workshop can consider  
classic countermeasures: 
increase the tolls (at least 
initially), build more toll 
booths, or perhaps invest in 
smart-chip technology so that 
the ‘stop-start’ of classic cash 
toll collection can be avoided.

In this way, the risk of 
‘group-think’ is circumvented. 

 BRIAN WERNHAM  is a  
practising programme manager 
and a main board member of 
APM. His book, Agile Project 
Management for Government, is 
published by Maitland & Strong
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Tender documents are enquiry 
documents that suppliers will, 
hopefully, subsequently turn into 
a bona fide tender and contract. 
These tender documents are 
generally termed ‘deliverables’, 
but how many are best in class?

Ill-conceived contract 
amendments are currently the 
norm. Unnecessarily complicated 
language is prevalent, and half-
completed documents, wrong 
referencing and references to 
previous jobs are all too common. 
How many times do we see ‘TBA’ 
or ‘to the satisfaction of’ or ‘in 
the opinion of’ and other such 
hopeless provisions?

The starting point to improve 
these deliverables is to get a  
good, clear brief from the client. 
This can be difficult, where  
time constraints or the client’s 
wish list are unrealistic, so you 
need to be open and honest: 
explain the likely implications  
of a rushed, nearly-there set  
of tender documents.  

Where you are able to get 
a good brief from the client, 
you then have to convert it into 
construction-industry speak, 
so that all intermediaries in 
the supply chain can price and 
programme properly at the tender 
stage – as well as deliver their 

obligations, once appointed. It is 
important to write things in the 
simplest, clearest, most objective 
way possible: give words their 
natural meaning, and don’t include 
things if you don’t know what  
you want.

The reviewers and approvers 
of these documents need 
enough time to do their jobs 
professionally. Do not just sign  

the ‘checked by’/‘approved by’ 
parts of a quality assurance sheet 
to get the thing off your desk and 
into the tender process – sign 
up to the tender document as 
something you are professionally 
proud to do.

 
n To find out more about  
tender documents, visit 
www.neccontract.com/contracts

NEC3 AND TENDER DOCUMENTS 

Improving tender documents to  
provide best-in-class service

The team can imagine 
nightmare, worst-case 
scenarios, and plan ahead  
to evade them. 

failed and consequently made 
front-page news. 

What do the potential 
headlines look like? Perhaps 
‘Tailbacks as new bridge 
cannot handle traffic’, or 
‘Bridge maintenance costs 
higher than expected’. Then 
get the participants to vote on 
the highest-impact headline. 

The next stage is to start 
writing supporting details for 
the hypothetical newspaper 
story such as, ‘The cheap tolls 
set by the new bridge 
company have encouraged a 
high level of traffic and the 
number of toll booths cannot 
handle the demand.’
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ILL-CONCEIVED CONTRACT 
AMENDMENTS ARE CURRENTLY THE 
NORM. UNNECESSARILY COMPLICATED 
LANGUAGE IS PREVALENT, AND HALF-
COMPLETED DOCUMENTS, WRONG 
REFERENCING AND REFERENCES TO 
PREVIOUS JOBS ARE ALL TOO COMMON 



 

SUSANNE’S ANSWER

The best way to demonstrate your potential is 
to show leadership and deliver results on your 
current projects. While I can give you some 
general advice in this column, it’s crucial that 
you ask for feedback about your performance 
from peers, team members, clients and senior 
managers. Refining your leadership approach is 
a lifelong journey, which you can accelerate by 
seeking input from others. 

FOCUS ON THE BENEFITS
There are many ways to show leadership on 
a project. One way is to show interest in the 
project’s long-term objectives and benefits. 
Don’t make the mistake of leaving the project’s 
business case and strategic decision-making 
to the executive sponsor. Instead, partner with 
senior managers and take joint responsibility for 
delivering the project’s ultimate benefits. Learn 
about the business and ask lots of questions 
about the commercial context and how the 
project could add more value to your client. With 
that information, you are much better placed to 
lead the project and influence decisions. 

BETTER WAYS OF WORKING
Another tip is to continuously look for ways in 
which your team or organisation can improve 
and innovate. You can do that by regularly taking 
time out with your team to review your working 
practices and look at ways in which you can 
add more value and work smarter. To get your 
team to step in and take on the challenge, ask 
lots of ‘what if?’ questions. What if we could do 
this faster and cheaper? What if we could start 
all over? What if we could be the best team in 
the industry? Be supportive of the ideas that 

 SUSANNE MADSEN  is an 
internationally recognised 
project leadership coach, trainer 
and consultant. She is the author 
of The Project Management 
Coaching Workbook and The 
Power of Project Leadership.  
For more information, see  
www.susannemadsen.com

 I have been a project manager for several  
years and have delivered many successful  
projects, yet a promotion has eluded me.  
How can I demonstrate that I’m ready? 

come forward and commit to implementing the 
best ones. And remember that people will only 
contribute if they feel that it’s safe to do so, and  
if there’s something in it for them.

BUILD STRONG RELATIONSHIPS
One of the most important aspects of your role 
is to lead people towards a common goal and 
ensure that your stakeholders support you in 
reaching that goal. Spend a significant amount 
of time in one-on-one conversations, asking 
your stakeholders what a successful outcome 
looks like in their eyes, how they feel the project 
is progressing and how they would like you 
to communicate with them. It’s a basic set of 
questions, but many project managers don’t take 
the time to fully explore them and thereby fail  
to gain buy-in and build trust. You can build 
trust when you demonstrate your competence, 
deliver on your promises, are able to empathise 
with others and communicate with clarity.

COMMUNICATE CLEARLY 
It’s imperative that you are able to name the 
real issues and recommend a clear way forward. 
If you aren’t honest about the true state of the 
project it’s impossible for senior managers 
to help you move it forward and trust your 
leadership. Begin by talking about the real risks 
and issues at the project’s steering committee 
meetings and how to address each item. No one 
is interested in problems, so focus on the way 
forward. To support your recommendations, 
carry out an impact analysis of each option 
and provide senior managers with sufficient 
information for them to make a decision. 

Lastly, why not strive to be a role model for 
people around you and focus on excellence  
in everything you do? Results will follow. 

SPEND A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF TIME IN ONE-ON-ONE CONVERSATIONS, ASKING 
YOUR STAKEHOLDERS WHAT A SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME LOOKS LIKE IN THEIR EYES

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR SUSANNE TO ANSWER? PLEASE EMAIL HER AT MAIL@SUSANNEMADSEN.COM

Enjoy a 25 per cent  
discount on The Power  
of Project Leadership  

when you order the book  
from Kogan Page 

(www.koganpage.com).  
Quote code: PROJ25
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EXPERT PANEL
Meet the panel of experts at Project’s technology roundtable
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At the tail-end of last year, Project hosted 
a roundtable to look at how projects are 
being delivered in an increasingly digital 
business environment. How do businesses 
build these capabilities, what are the skills 
needed for digital delivery and how do  
we reconcile differing company cultures  
to get things done?

Atos kindly hosted the event at its 
London offices and project and programme 
management experts from a wide range 
of industries joined us to share their views 
during a lively discussion. 

The roundtable was held in association 
with online collaboration software  
provider, Planview.

How has technology transformed 
project management?
Simon George: It has taken people out  
of the office and into the field. Project 
managers used to be desk-bound,  
planning spreadsheets. Now, with  
tablets, they are more mobile and this 
allows better collaboration on site.  

<< TECHNOLOGY >> 
ROUNDTABLE

Technological 
transformation

How can project and programme managers use technology to improve project outcomes?  
A recent roundtable hosted by Project explored this issue in depth

Carla Timmins
Project manager,  
BAE Systems

Matthew Kuhn
Programme manager, 
Thames Estuary 
Asset Management 
Programme, CH2M Hill

David Swallow
Digital head – project 
management, Atos

Stephen Jones
Director,  
the Nichols Group

Toby Robins
Change programme 
manager, Network Rail

Jennie Jarman
Head of group change 
disciplines, Lloyds 
Banking Group

Andy Ranger-Walsh
Head of programme 
management, HS2

Simon George
Governance, assurance 
and risk manager, 
Transport for London

David Pilgrim 
Director, programme 
leadership, Deloitte

Alex Bolton
Vice president for 
solutions and projects, 
T-Systems

Julian Pikes 
Enterprise account 
executive, Planview

Steve Beaumont
Solutions marketing 
manager, Planview
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David Swallow: Technology has become the 
enabler, allowing the project management 
community to deliver at a much quicker 
pace. You grasp what the client wants and 
can deliver the solution. There is technology 
to deliver what clients want in a very quick 
timescale. Speed to market is a key driver. 
Toby Robins: For me, it’s the collaborative 
tools that have transformed the industry. 
We are working hard to get a consistent 
approach, which is one of the challenges 
that we face.
Steve Beaumont: Traditionally, a lot of  
the project management tools have  
been focused on planning, getting the 
resources and allocating them. What  
has changed is the project collaboration 
piece: it has gone beyond the plan to  
getting things done. It’s moved from 
planning and resourcing to really 
 managing and creating an environment 
where you can collaborate. This has  
made the industry far more effective.

What effect has this had?
Alex Bolton: The expectations have 
changed – from a business perspective – 
in terms of what projects have to deliver 
and how. Clients now expect faster 
delivery, maintaining zero failure and no 
outages in their business. And that has 
put real pressure on project management 
communities to make sure that they have 
the skills and collaboration tools to be able 
to deliver to those expectations.
Matthew Kuhn: For us, the effect has  
not just been on delivering projects, 
but about how we can integrate asset 
management into it. How do you capture 
your assets? Technology now allows you 
to easily see how much you’ve spent on 
assets and what will happen if budget 
changes. The technology brings all of  
these tools together.

Andy Ranger-Walsh: When we have the 
guys on site, it is about looking at the design 
information – what the norms should be, if 
there are any conflicts and understanding 
what has happened in the past. They can 
be stood in their boots, with PPE [personal 
protective equipment] on and look up what 
they need on their iPad. Before, they’d have 
to go back to the site office and take a big roll 
of paper out. Now they can look at everything 
on the iPad – it makes such a big difference.
Stephen Jones: Almost subconsciously, 
digital technology has brought a 
fundamental change in societal 
expectations of having information 
and being in ‘live’ control. There is an 
expectation now, if you are managing 
a business operationally, that you will 
get up-to-date information on what is 
happening immediately. And you are then 
able to predict what needs to change as a 
consequence. Today, people expect to know 
what is going on right now and to have the 
systems to tell them what they should do. 
There is now a ‘pull’ from users. This is quite 
different to 10 years ago, where projects 
introduced changes – ‘pushed’ – sometimes 
against resistance from users.

How important is technology 
security for clients?
Carla Timmins: Technology is wonderful 
and there are a lot of good things it can 
offer, but it has constraints, from a security 
perspective. One of my business’s core 
customers is the Ministry of Defence, and 
security around the data is paramount.  
This has left us somewhat lagging behind  
in using new technology as we need to keep 
control. Having more accessible data means 
fewer constraints – it’s difficult to have both. 
It isn’t really about what we deem to be 
secure or not, but what our customers think. 
We don’t have the final say; they need to 

feel the right level of security measures are 
in place and we need to operate within that.
Alex Bolton: It is a trade-off between 
security and accessibility. The options  
exist now for a complete security solution 
in the market – you can have your data 
securely locked down in the cloud, but t 
hat puts restrictions on the accessibility  
and usability of data.
David Swallow: It is interesting to 
understand the expectations that are out 
there. Each client has a different view and 
lens. What is interesting is how we, as a 
project and programme management 
community, understand that and learn to 
see things through the client’s lens, because 
at the end of the day, that’s what our 
business is all about.
Steve Beaumont: Security is always part 
of the discussion, though. As we shift our 
business model from licensing companies 
to the majority of our business being in the 
cloud, we absolutely have to show how we 
can make that data secure. We partner with 
SunGard for our hosting solutions around 
the globe, but we do have to go through and 
show that to clients.

“It isn’t really 
about what we 

 deem to be secure  
or not. Clients  

need to feel the  
right level of 

security measures  
are in place and we  

need to operate  
within that”

“Today, people 
expect to know  

what is going on right 
now and to have the 
systems to tell them  
what they should do.  
There is now a ‘pull’  
from users. This is  

quite different  
to 10 years ago”
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Julian Pikes: It’s certainly a part of every 
conversation that we have. But the size of 
that conversation depends on the sector. In 
defence, public sector or financial services, 
it’s a big consideration; but in other sectors, 
not so much. Regardless of this, I just take 
it as a given that we have to be incredibly 
secure – we need to have the utmost level 
of security to win business.

What is the appetite for technology 
in the cloud? 
David Swallow: One thing to really ask is 
whether everybody absolutely understands 
what the cloud is. It isn’t just one ‘thing’, it’s 
many things, under a broad label. We offer a 
whole raft of cloud solutions, where you can 
have several put together in one package. 
Do all clients understand that?
Alex Bolton: What is great about cloud 
products is that they lift project management 
up a level in an organisation. We’re no longer 
just delivering small changes in a client’s 
business – we’re delivering significant 
business change and influencing at  
the board level. But this also means,  
of course, that project managers need  

to step up a level; they need new skills  
that they haven’t had before. We need to  
continue to become more mature as a 
profession and step up to the new world  
and expectations. 
Is it simple to change the mindset?
David Pilgrim: It’s about how we deliver 
projects. Should I encourage people to fail 
fast? Everyone knows ‘agile’ and ‘scrum’, 

but can you pick up on the principles? One 
of the hardest things was going from being 
a programme manager to someone who 
wouldn’t tell you what to do – just to ask 
leading questions. Culturally, that’s the 
conversation I have with people. You need 
to be a facilitator, coach and mentor. 
Toby Robins: The challenge we have is  
that, when you’re in a project, clients  
often only look at the outputs and don’t  
look at the capabilities needed to deliver  
and maintain. Because of the pace  
of change of technology, it’s about  
forecasting and keeping pace.
Matthew Kuhn: On the Thames Estuary 
Asset Management Programme, we worked 
out what the benefits would bring and then 
based our approach around that, instead of 
building the system and seeing what it could 
do. Once you know the benefits, how can 
the project help to achieve them? It’s about 
aligning the staff with working towards the 
benefits. What’s in it for them? How will it 
make their job easier and more efficient?
Steve Beaumont: A cultural aspect that we 
need to embrace is to fail fast. Not everything 
will work and not everything can be low risk. 

“We’re no 
longer just delivering 

small changes in a 
client’s business – we’re 

delivering significant 
business change and 

influencing at board level. 
This means that project 

managers need to 
step up a level”
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You have to take risks to achieve success, 
and as a result of that, of course you’ll fail. 
But then your portfolio becomes different 
– before, it tended to be about having a 
healthy business case where it was all 
mapped out for the length of the programme, 
but that can’t be how you operate now.  
You don’t have that absolute certainty.
Alex Bolton: Where that becomes really 
difficult is when you’re a supplier. You 
can take a risks as a business, but when 
you’re a supplier with a defined contract 
that is signed with specific deliverables 
and consequential penalties attached to 
it, it makes it a lot harder to introduce that 
kind of innovative environment. So you 
need to introduce a real element of trust 
and partnership – but I think we’re still 
quite a way away from that total trust as an 
industry, and we all need to work harder to 
bring the concept of partnership to clients. 
Carla Timmins: The key is absolutely building 
a partnership. To achieve that, the project 
manager needs to be involved in the client 
relationship right from the start – winning 
deals aren’t just for the commercial team 
to do. Project managers need get that key 
relationship and manage that supplier  
from the beginning.
Jennie Jarman: At Lloyds Banking Group, one 
of the big education pieces that we’ve had 
to do has been within the business. To foster 
innovation, we’ve created a new, dynamic 
environment for the digital experts, to 
complement the more traditional side of 
the business. Culturally, we’ve sometimes 
been used to change processes that start 
by telling teams what they want rather 
than looking at the problem or trying to 
solve it. Talking about outcomes rather than 
expected inputs calls for a different approach.
Andy Ranger-Walsh: It is a huge culture 
change, and to drive that, you need to  

have CEO sponsorship – and they need to 
lead by example. People must not be afraid 
to make decisions. Instead, there has to 
be an acceptance that decision-making 
carries an inherent level of risk and that the 
rewards are worth it.
Carla Timmins: You need to trust and 
empower people to make decisions.  
If they don’t feel empowered, and it takes  
20 meetings to reach a decision – if at  
all – then it just doesn’t work. You cannot 
operate in that way.
Jennie Jarman: One of the things we’re 
still grappling with, when talking about 
empowerment and governance, is to make 
sure that the business doesn’t think that by 
doing things in this more open way, all of 
the project control goes out of the window. 
Yes, sometimes you might make the wrong 
decision, but we need to understand and 
learn from it. From what we knew at the 
time, did we make the right decision?  
Or did we not make a decision? We’ve  
had a great response when we’ve managed 
things in this way and people realise  
it’s about trying new things, not about  
going maverick. 

David Swallow: The starting point is to 
understand the business and what the 
fundamentals are that will work – and how 
we can get there. The whole digital agenda 
is looking at it from a client-first perspective 
and then putting it through whatever.  
We all have the capabilities, we can all 
deliver ‘that’, but it’s making sure that  
we absolutely know what ‘that’ is.
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“You need 
to introduce a real 

element of trust and 
partnership – but I think 

we’re still quite a way away 
from that total trust as 

an industry. We need to 
work harder to bring the 

concept of partnership 
to clients”

“You need to 
trust and empower 

people to make 
decisions. If they  

don’t feel empowered,  
and it takes 20 meetings  

to reach a decision,  
then it just doesn’t work. 

You cannot operate  
in that way”
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Vacancy Filler
Vacancy Filler is an online recruitment tool 
that helps project and human resources 
teams recruit additional staff when needed – 
either for individual projects or permanently.

OVERVIEW
This cloud-based online recruitment software 
aims to streamline the recruitment process for 
both candidates and recruiters in project and 
programme management.

There are two versions of Vacancy Filler. 
The first is the recruitment platform, which is 
used by a wide range of organisations across 
a variety of sectors – such as government, 
retail, education and not-for-profit. Second 
is the latest product, Vacancy Filler RPO 
software, which is aimed at in-house 
recruiters or outsourced teams undertaking 
large-scale, volume recruitment.

By using the software, projects can 
automate the recruitment and on-boarding 
process. Candidates in the recruitment 
process are trackable, and the software is 
fully collaborative between all areas of the 
business. It also gives consultancies the  
ability to automatically post vacancies to a 
large number of jobs boards, eliminating the 
need for expensive advertising.

It also offers automatic communication 
with candidates; an option for conducting 
video interviews; ‘on-boarding’, where 
employment contracts are generated 
automatically and everyone on the project  
is automatically notified that a new recruit  
will be joining; and communication via SMS 
and email.

Vacancy Filler includes a facility for the 
recruiter and hiring manager to share, 
collaborate and rate each candidate online  
for shortlisting through to the point of hire. 
These time-saving functions can reduce the 
days-to-hire by up to 70 per cent.

USER REVIEW
“Using the Vacancy Filler system, as project 
team members start to apply, CVs are 
automatically captured and the data is 
extracted to create a system-formatted copy. 
Relevant information is pulled from each CV 
and displayed in a consistent format for ease 
of shortlisting and presentation. 

“Viewing CVs is quick and easy, and the fact 
that it tells you when you viewed the details of 
a particular candidate is good as well.

“At the same time, the system identifies 
and highlights role-specific key words,  
which is a useful aspect of the tool. Since 
adopting the Vacancy Filler platform, we have 
advertised more than 130 roles – including 
several project management roles – and 
processed over 11,300 candidates.

“The interface looks great and also gives 
really helpful, detailed reports on each 
campaign, in terms of how many applications 
you have received, which advertising route is 
the most effective, and so on.

“The system is straightforward and easy  
to use. Thanks to the comprehensive 
advertising capabilities the software offers, 
we have seen definite cost savings, as we 
have not had to use recruitment agencies.”
 ROZ SALIHIANO  is recruitment manager for 
design and build contractor Ardmore Group

USER REVIEW
“Before we adopted the Vacancy Filler 
platform, applicants would send their CVs 
by both email and post and we would try to 
automate the process by holding all applicant 
details on Microsoft SharePoint. While this 
approach centralised the data, it was clunky. 
We realised that we needed a system to 
automate the process as well.

“We chose Vacancy Filler because it was 
easily accessible and easy to use.The process 
is now automated so that when we create a 
job advertisement, it is automatically posted 
to both our careers page and onto the general 
and specialist jobs boards, such as for project 
management roles. 

“There are one or two more features that 
I would like to see on Vacancy Filler, such as 
a small feature to post the advert onto our 
careers page first, for a day or two, prior to 
posting onto the jobs boards – this would 
allow us to promote a vacancy internally first.

“While we still use agencies occasionally, 
we are getting a great deal more traffic to  
our site than before. This helps to promote  
our brand, and is also important for marketing 
to universities.”
 MARK SMITH  is HR manager at materials 
technology consultancy Lucideon

Tech watch
Each quarter, we highlight the top products to look out for in  

the fast-moving world of project software 

“Thanks to the 
comprehensive 

advertising capabilities, 
we have seen definite  

cost savings, as we  
have not had to  
use recruitment  

agencies”
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TRANSFORMATION

Technology is not only changing the 
way project managers work – it’s 

leading to a fundamental transformation  
of all businesses, and it is driven by the  
way that clients and the general public 
behave in a digital world.

What are the ways that technology  
is changing how project managers carry  
out business?

1 The cloud has become the 
platform for change

There is no longer a question of whether 
project managers should be using the  
cloud – it is a certainty that this is where  
the next generation of solutions will be 
based. Cloud services take away issues 
around hardware costs and systems 
obsolescence and create an agile, scalable 
and cost-effective platform for change.

Perhaps most importantly, cloud-based 
solutions equip businesses to take full 
advantage of the three most powerful 
technology-driven tools – the so-called 
‘nexus of forces’ of mobile, real-time 
information and big data.

2 Is it a marathon or a  
sprint? It might be both

In the IT world, we talk about ‘bimodal 
capability’ – the ability to operate at  
two different speeds. This recognises  
that many consultancies will need to 
continue to operate safe and reliable 
traditional IT systems while cultivating a 
more innovative and fluid capability that 
takes advantage of the continuous flow  
of information.

Technology consultancy Gartner uses  
a train company as an example: it needs  
to keep the trains running with a traditional 
system while interacting with passengers 
moment to moment through mobile apps. 
This shift means a single mode of delivering 
IT is no longer appropriate. In any business, 
the ability to apply the right solution to the 
task in hand will be crucial in the future.

3All businesses  
are digital

Analysts estimate that a failure to handle 
the transition to digital properly will cause 
25 per cent of businesses to lose their 

market position by 2017. While you work to 
expand your services, it is important not to 
focus on the technology itself, but on how 
it changes the way you engage with your 
clients and projects. The lines between a 
digital and physical presence are becoming 
increasingly blurred.

With the advent of technologies such as 
3D modelling and smart devices, digital is 
going to become a part of the strategy for 
all businesses – and a transforming factor 
for many. If you don’t consider yourself a 
digital company now, the chances are that 
you soon will.

4Technology is  
changing competition

In a world where everyone can quickly 
and relatively effortlessly research and 
compare services, the focus has shifted 
from technology itself to the “experience” 
around it and how it affects how you work 
and communicate.

This makes it more important than ever  
to deliver innovation and outstanding 
projects to make your business stand out 

Every business is a digital company today. But  
what are the ways that technology is transforming project  

management? Here are key trends to watch out for

While you  
work to expand  

your services,  
it is important not  

to focus on the  
technology itself, but 

 on how it changes the  
way you engage  
with your clients  

and projects
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 TIM WALKER  is MD of Taylor Made 
Computer Solutions

from the rest. You are selling a product –  
you are selling your expertise and your 
service. What sets you apart from the rest?  
And how can technology help you be  
better than the rest?

5 Every interaction or touch 
point makes an impression

Getting clients on board is hard enough – 
but keeping them for future projects  
is the real challenge. Every interaction  
you have with clients has a bearing on  
their opinion of you. And while it takes a 
long time to build up trust, it is easy to lose 
it quickly. 

Gartner talks about the “trust and erosion 
cycle” which describes how relationships 
can develop over time. Trust develops at the 
start of the business relationship but fades 
away quickly if it is not nurtured. A drop in 
trust is often a driver behind the decision to 
switch to a new provider. 

Conversely, remember that clients are 
extremely likely to engage you when they 
trust you and when your value has been 

demonstrated, particularly if you  
can help them maximise value from 
existing projects. If there is a good 
relationship and constant review and 
innovation, it is easier to persuade an 
existing client to buy more services  
from you than it is to recruit a new  
project manager.

6It’s time to bring your 
strategies up to date

Traditional business models haven’t really 
changed since the 1880s; the problem is 
such models put the client last in a world 
where the balance of power has changed.

The days of being able to impose your 
ideas or business model on a prospect are 
long gone. Now the buyer of your service 
will be in a much stronger position and far 
better informed about what you can offer.

The demands of the modern client 
require new sales skills that offer  
flexibility based on their needs. How can 
you innovate in a way that puts the client 
and the project first?

7 This is only  
the beginning

We have only touched the surface of the 
way our business ecosystems are evolving; 
the future will bring more change. Ensuring 
that we understand now how market forces 
are going to impact our strategies down the 
line will ensure that we are well prepared.

Now is the time to lay the groundwork. 
Review your ‘sales funnel’ to ensure you  
are fluid in your approach. Think about  
how your customer base may change –  
if you are a regionally-focused business, 
could technology lead you towards a more 
national or even international model? Could 
your professional services appeal to a wider 
range of clients or industries? 

These are exciting and fast-moving times 
– but only project managers who truly listen 
to clients and challenge their own business 
practices will be able to reap the benefits.
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 ROD SOWDEN  is founder and 
managing director of Aspire Europe

from inexperienced recruits into  
high performers. 

The highlight of my career, though, 
was being appointed as the first of the 
new breed of OGC (Office of Government 
Commerce) lead authors for the 2007 
version of MSP (Managing Successful 
Programmes) and seeing the impact that 
MSP has had on how organisations deliver 
programmes around the world. 

Following this, I led the development of 
P3M3, which has probably been even more 
successful in terms of helping to measure 
and improve the delivery performance of 
organisations everywhere. 

My wife, Claire – who also doubles up  
as my business partner and director of 

Aspire Europe – has had the greatest 
influence on my career. Without her 
backing, I’d be nowhere, even though  
she refuses to take any credit.

Working at the BBC has also had a 
lasting effect. Anyone who worked at 
‘Auntie’ in that era would say the same.  
I worked with some fantastic people  
there who have been an inspiration for 
many of the things that I have achieved. 
The 1990s was the dawn of the digital 
broadcasting era, and the BBC was to  
best-practice thinking what the Cavern 
Club was to music in the 60s; many of  
the BBC’s ideas and people have gone  
on to shape the industry.

 
Do you have an interesting career  
story that you would like to share  
with readers of Project? Email  
editor@project-journal.co.uk

TRUST YOUR INSTINCTS
The biggest lesson I’ve learned during the 
course of my career is to do what I believe 
is right, trusting my instincts. Most of the 
time, you will be a hero – and if not, you 
just have to hold your hand up and ask  
for forgiveness.

What gets me up in the morning?  
I want to help every one of our clients 
to be outstanding at what they do. I’m 
often more ambitious for them than they 
are, which can be a little disorientating 
for everyone. But I want everything that 
Aspire delivers to be exceptional.

This has been the secret to my success; 
always trying to do everything with 
passion allows you to take others on 
that journey too. If you are not totally 
committed, people will see through you. 

If I had to give advice to up-coming 
project professionals, it would be to stay 
focused on the big picture. Think about  
the outcomes that clients want – not  
just the input that they ask for. Success  
is not measured by the effort that you  
put in, but what you achieve. 

The first project I ever worked on was as 
a techie at the BBC. At the time, the 
organisation had dozens of different  
email systems that worked separately.  
So I hatched a plan to scrounge and  
cajole help and investment from  
around the organisation to join all of  
the independent email systems together. 

A couple of years later, I attended 
a course on project management and 
discovered that I’d broken every rule;  
it would probably now be seen as an  
agile project.

Twelve months later, 20,000 people 
were able to communicate with each  
other and it completely changed the  
way the corporation communicated.  
From being a set of isolated units,  
they were now within seconds of  
each other via email. This gave me  
the bug: not for project management,  
but for organisational change projects.

ALWAYS ASPIRING
I founded Aspire Europe 14 years  
ago, and have always focused on  
trying to be innovative and developing 
new products and services. This  
has culminated in three brands,  
which cover training, assurance  
and assessments and consultancy  
and setting up portfolio offices.

My role today is to ensure that these 
brands continue to align with current 
trends and remain one step ahead of 
the market – and that our resources and 
back-office processes continue to innovate 
and evolve with our clients’ needs. It’s a 
constant challenge.

There are three primary aspects  
that I enjoy most about my job. First, 
seeing the positive effect that we have  
on our clients as their performance 
improves. Second, the autonomy and 
ability to break new ground, which 
satisfies my creative instincts. And  
finally, seeing our investment in young 
people bear fruit as they learn and grow 

I WANT TO HELP EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CLIENTS 
TO BE OUTSTANDING 
AT WHAT THEY DO. I’M 
OFTEN MORE AMBITIOUS 
FOR THEM THAN THEY 
ARE, WHICH CAN BE A 
LITTLE DISORIENTATING

From the bottom up
From helping to build the BBC’s first email 
system, to being the lead author of MSP 
and P3M3, ROD SOWDEN dissects his career  
in project management

WHAT’S  
YOUR  

STORY?
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Despite everyone’s best intentions, it is 
inevitable that project professionals will 
encounter people they don’t like in the 
workplace. Yet, for any project to succeed, 
it is fundamental that you are able to build 
and maintain good relationships. 

What should you do when you have to 
work with someone you don’t like – be it  
a client, colleague or superior?

1 Develop self-awareness
This is an essential aspect of emotional 

intelligence. Understanding yourself 
enables you to understand others around 
you – it is possible that it is you causing  
the problem.

Sometimes your own experiences can 
be the cause of dislike towards another 
person. Unpleasant experiences have a  
way of influencing present relationships 
due to the emotional systems in our brain 
being programmed to pay more attention 
to the negative.

For example, someone called Joseph 
who has treated you badly in the past  
can set up an unconscious bias towards 
people called Joseph. It is the brain’s  
way of drawing lessons from the past to 
protect us from danger – but it can also 
cause us problems in the present. When 
you discern what is creating your negative 
associations, you’ll be able to control your 
feelings more effectively. 

Learn to keep your cool and self-control. 
Be selective in what is worth battling about 
to save your energy and time. Accept that it 
is okay not to get on with everyone.

2 Get to know the other person
The ability to empathise is built on 

self-awareness. Once you view things from 
another person’s perspective, it creates 
circumstances for developing a healthy 
working relationship.

Listen to the other person and be 
respectful. When you start listening more 
than speaking, you encourage the other 
person to open up to you. Remember basic 

4 Be intolerant of aggression
If you are in a position of authority, 

make it completely obvious that there  
is no tolerance for aggression and be 
transparent about the consequences.

If you are experiencing an aggressive 
or abusive work colleague, be assertive 
in your responses but do not return the 
aggression. Be calm, clear and safe in your 
confrontations. Stick to what you know 
to be true and don’t let your emotions 
overcome you. Be prepared to walk away  
if things are getting too heated.

5 Focus on solutions
Concentrate your attention on what 

can be done to resolve the situation, and 
don’t dwell on what has already happened 
and can’t be changed. Learn from mistakes 
and use that knowledge to improve in 
the future. Also try to become a ‘can-do’ 
person – positive emotions are contagious.

6 As a last resort, seek  
drastic solutions

If you feel there is no fixing the situation, 
simply avoid the person in question. Seek 
allies, particularly your boss, to help deal 
with difficult people.

Make extensive records of all and any 
instances of bullying (such as date, time 
and duration), and raise formal complaints 
within the company. You could also try to 
transfer to a different department, if 
possible. And in the last resort... you  
could always move to another company.  

I don’t like you
What should you do when you  
dislike working with a specific person? 
JOAN KINGSLEY looks at ways to work  
with people you don’t like 

conversational skills like finding common 
areas of interest. Remember that everybody 
has ‘off’ days, even tricky clients!

Try to find out (carefully) if the other 
person is being troubled by something, 
although understand that they may not 
wish to discuss private problems. 

Try to use humour (when it’s 
appropriate) to lighten the mood  
but, above all, be honest with them  

and avoid any misinterpretations  
or misunderstandings.

3 Learn to be tolerant of  
different approaches

Particularly in project management,  
what you might see as being ‘different’  
can often be misread as being ‘difficult’. 

Try to recognise when you switch  
into a defensive position. While jumping 
to defend your own ideas, you may be 
missing out on a quicker, better way of 
doing things. 

People who think differently to you may 
devise ideas and solutions that are not 
immediately obvious to you. So try to avoid 
assuming that you know what the other 
person is thinking or feeling.

It is completely natural for your brain  
to jump to conclusions about people  
based on your own past experiences,  
but once you suppress these assumptions, 
you will gain a great deal of knowledge  
and understanding.

 JOAN KINGSLEY  is 
a psychotherapist 
and author of 
The Fear-Free 
Organization: 
Vital Insights from 
Neuroscience to 
Transform your 
Business Culture

CONCENTRATE YOUR 
ATTENTION ON WHAT  
CAN BE DONE TO RESOLVE 
THE SITUATION, AND DON’T 
DWELL ON WHAT HAS 
ALREADY HAPPENED  
AND CAN’T BE CHANGED



The busyness of a project manager’s day-to-day  
business means problems are often 
brushed aside with the hope that they will 
just disappear – which they rarely do. 

Be proactive instead. Address any issues 
and create a successful project team. Here 
we list some of the most common problems 
that project teams face. By confronting 
these – and therefore improving project 
outcomes – you can boost your own career, 
while working better together benefits 
everyone on the team.

1 Lack of trust 
Trust is crucial to teamwork, and it  

starts with people knowing each other. 
Team members absolutely need to be 
acquainted, both professionally and 
personally, particularly in projects where 
tensions will run high at some point. 
Otherwise members won’t understand  
each other, they won’t want to engage 
because they haven’t made that human 
connection and they won’t fully trust  
each other.

2 Conflict and tension
Conflict or a difference of opinion can 

be healthy and, if carefully managed, can 
trigger useful debates. It can make people 
think differently, expanding knowledge and 
insight; innovation can happen and results 
flourish. Different opinions are not a bad 
thing. It’s how we handle the conflict that 
makes a difference.

Improving teamwork and learning to work  
with others helps projects succeed and  
therefore boosts your own career, say  
MANDY FLINT and ELISABET VINBERG HEARN

3 Not sharing information
Knowledge is not power – unless it’s 

shared. Project team members all bring a 
unique set of skills, knowledge, experience 
and wisdom to the table. Effective project 
teams fearlessly share regularly and 
generously for the benefit of everyone and 
for the benefit of the project’s success. This 
makes the capability of the whole team 
grow and gives the team more power.

4 Low engagement 
Team engagement is crucial to 

business success. If engaged, team members 
on a given project will be interested in 
what they do, committed to the project 
mission and willing to go the extra mile. 
They are there in body as well as mentally 
and emotionally. The key to engagement is 
involvement – by involving others you make 
it impossible to stay detached.

5 Lack of transparency
Without transparency, trust will suffer 

– both within the project team and with the 
end client. Transparency is becoming the 
presumed norm in project and programme 
management and expectations are growing. 
It starts at the top: the more senior you are, 
the more responsibility you have to be a role 
model for this. Employees will follow the 
leader’s behaviours, good or bad. When this 
is done well it can have a positive cascade 
effect throughout the organisation.

6 No long-term thinking 
Project managers have to get beyond 

day-to-day urgencies, see the big picture 
and consider how all parts of the project 
fit together. For a project team, this means 
being able to think beyond your own area, 
about how you fit into the wider change 
programme or project and how you impact 
the end client’s experience. This is about 
business sustainability and long-term 
success. Everyone is busy, but just being 
busy is not enough. Long-term project 
success requires long-term thinking.

7 Badly perceived, not delivering 
A project team has a brand, an image 

and a reputation created by the actions and 
behaviours of the team members. A large 
part of the perception is driven by how 
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EFFECTIVE PROJECT 
TEAMS FEARLESSLY 
SHARE REGULARLY AND 
GENEROUSLY FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF EVERYONE, 
AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
THE PROJECT’S SUCCESS

IF ENGAGED, TEAM 
MEMBERS ON A GIVEN 
PROJECT WILL BE 
INTERESTED IN WHAT 
THEY DO, COMMITTED TO 
THE PROJECT MISSION 
AND WILLING TO GO 
 THE EXTRA MILE

All for one, one for all



 MANDY FLINT  and  ELISABET VINBERG 
HEARN  are the authors of Leading Teams – 
10 Challenges: 10 Solutions, published by 
the Financial Times

well the team delivers on expectations and 
promises made. As a project team, you need 
to make sure that everyone understands 
and takes responsibility for their roles in 
creating the perception of the team. This 
includes both what is delivered on the 
project and how it is delivered.

8 Poor change management
Change is constant and unless 

carefully managed, it can be detrimental  
to teamwork and results. Change starts  
and ends with communication. Whenever 
you think you’ve communicated enough, 
you need to communicate some more – 
and it needs to be interactive: listen, talk 
and involve. Be aware of the change curve, 
or the four predictable stages of change: 
denial/resistance, emotional, hopeful, 
commitment. Each stage is needed, but 

how long someone stays at each stage can 
be managed and kept to a minimum.

9 Working in silos
Silo working is a reality for many 

project teams. Team members may sit 
side by side but not really work together. 
A great project team can be like the three 
musketeers – all for one and one for all.  
So if you are in a team, you may as well  
really be in it. Working together in earnest 
is about making the most of the fact that 
you are a team. Honour your time and 
efforts by seeing yourself as a full-time 
member of the team, not just an individual 
contributor. Imagine how great it would 
feel to be part of a team where everyone 
is thinking of the team and not just 
themselves – make that project a success  
by working together.

1 0 Not going in the  
same direction 

To walk in the same direction, a team needs 
to know where it is going or what it is 
contributing to (vision) and why (purpose). 
Spend time on this with your team. This 
clarity provides a framework and ‘reason 
to be’ that can rally any given project 
team to work together. Keep in mind 
that visions need to be compelling and 
purposes meaningful. People respond to the 
importance of both.

If you want to create a great project team, 
pay particular attention to behaviours.  
How we behave has an impact on others 
and affects how they behave. It’s when we 
change our behaviours that we can achieve 
transformational change.  
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CHANGE STARTS 
AND ENDS WITH 
COMMUNICATION. 
WHEN YOU THINK 
YOU’VE COMMUNICATED 
ENOUGH, COMMUNICATE 
SOME MORE – AND 
IT NEEDS TO BE 
INTERACTIVE: LISTEN, 
TALK AND INVOLVE

 TEAMWORK << CAREER



 VINCE HINES  is 
managing director  
of Wellingtone  
Project Management, 
the APM career 
development partner

Knowing how to best work with recruitment 
agencies can be complicated – but these 
questions and answers are a start.

Do all organisations use recruitment agencies?
No, but most will. Once a new role has 
been authorised, the first step could be 
internal recruitment. If there are no strong 
internal candidates then HR may complete 
an external search. If unsuccessful, the 
vacancy could be placed with agencies.

Can the same job sit with multiple agencies?
Yes. Two separate agencies might source the 
same candidate; whichever submits that 
candidate to the client first ‘wins’ if that 
candidate is recruited. Agencies therefore 
work with urgency to submit CVs.

How do I select which  agencies to work with?
Submit your CV to agencies that have a 
track record in your industry. Are they 

advertising for roles that are similar to what 
you are looking for? Call them and ask 
them about their roles and track record. 

Rate or salary negotiations
For most roles, the agency has a 
commercial interest in your salary or 
contract day rate. They may therefore really 
help negotiate a higher salary or day rate. 
If they ask you not to discuss contract 
day rates at interview, be cautious. They 
might be looking to pay you a lower rate 
and charge the client a much higher one. 

References
For permanent roles, the hiring 
organisation will follow up your 
references. For contract roles, the agency 
will perform this activity. If an agency 
asks for your references very early in the 
recruitment process ask them why. They 
might just be fishing for new contacts.

Career clinic

FOUR Group hires new associate director
Nick Price has joined FOUR Group as associate 
director in the project management division. Most 
recently, Price worked within the John Lewis 
Partnership (JLP) and was responsible for programme 
management and delivery accountability of all 
projects for Waitrose and the JLP head offices and 
contact centres. Commenting on the appointment, 

Donna Harmson, FOUR’s project management director, said: “We are 
thrilled that Nick has joined FOUR Group. He’s a great asset and we are 
expecting him to further develop the project management offering.”

Ex-Network Rail executive joins Morgan Tucker
Morgan Tucker, the consulting engineering firm, has 
appointed Paul Barlow as chief operating officer. Barlow 
joins the firm from Network Rail, where he had been 
working on the Crossrail project, among others. Prior to 
Network Rail, Barlow held a number of senior positions 
within Balfour Beatty. “I’m excited to be joining Morgan 
Tucker at such an exciting time for the firm. With two 

successful acquisitions to date, the business has laid the necessary 
foundations for the next stage of its ambitious growth plans,” said 
Barlow. The company, which was appointed to design and deliver freight 
logistics for the London Olympic Park, now employs 120 people in projects 
throughout the UK, Europe and the Middle East.

Bidwells announces strategic promotions
Property consultants Bidwells has promoted four 
people in its building consultancy division. Guy 
Marsden has been promoted to divisional partner and 
Alison Denton (pictured), Jonathan Wright and Jeremy 
Thurlby have each been promoted to associate. 
“Teamwork, integrity, energy and excellence are at the 
heart of what makes Bidwells a great place to work. 

Everyone has worked exceptionally hard, and these promotions are in 
recognition of the remarkable contribution they have each made to the 
success of the firm,” said Bidwells senior partner Patrick McMahon.

Appointments
New CEO appointed to AXELOS

AXELOS, the UK government and Capita joint 
venture, has named Abid Ismail as its new chief 
executive officer, replacing Peter Hepworth who 
has become chairman. Ismail has been on the 
executive board of the company as chief financial 
officer since the business was formed in 2013. “It 
is a privilege to be named CEO of AXELOS and to 

be given the opportunity to lead this company to the next stage of its 
development,” said Ismail. “Over the past two years, we have made 
significant progress in developing the global best practice portfolio 
and meeting our core objective of making organisations more 
effective, and 2016 is set to be another exciting year for the business.”

Whether you’re an independent contractor  
or long-term employee, how should you  
deal with recruitment agencies?

Selection process
The agency should keep you informed of 
progress if your CV has been submitted.  
If you are invited to interview, the agency 
should arrange the logistics and may also 
provide advice and guidance. Once the 
interview is over, the agency will follow up 
to collect feedback. You should always ask 
for interview feedback, good or bad, so ask 
the agency to be honest. Agencies might 
receive only very limited feedback from the 
hiring organisation – sometimes just a ‘no’.

Visit the Careers and Jobs sections of the 
APM website for more guidance. 
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Bookshelf
Find out from Project’s panel which books  
should be on your reading list for 2016
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PLANNING, SCHEDULING, 
MONITORING AND CONTROL
Author: APM Planning, Monitoring and Control 
Specific Interest Group
ISBN: 978-1-903494-44-8      
Price: £49.95
Publisher: Association for Project Management

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ 

Having the appropriate knowledge to 
plan, schedule, monitor and control 
a project remains important for 
today’s practitioners. This book offers 
comprehensive coverage of all the relevant 
topics that make up that knowledge, and 
is structured in such a practical way that 
gaining that knowledge is easily done.

It is concise and accessible in its 
structure, with clear graphics and simple 
referencing. The book goes one step 
beyond other publications in covering 
all topics with equal importance, but 
equally it is clear where challenges and 
limitations in implementation may exist.

The book offers the opportunity for  
the project management community  
to implement tools within different 
project contexts and push the boundaries 
of our existing knowledge. That can only 
be a good thing. Practitioners should 
make full use of this opportunity to  
take project management to its next  
level by developing knowledge  
through practice.
Reviewed by Simon Addyman

THE LITTLE BLACK  
BOOK OF CHANGE
Authors: Paul Adams and Mike Straw
ISBN: 978-1-119-20931-7
Price: £12.99
Publisher: Capstone

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

This book is a straightforward guide to 
change management. Broken down into 
seven practical steps, it aims to help 
business leaders and project managers 
achieve organisational change objectives, 
from improving service levels to cost 
reductions, innovation and increasing 
market share.

Authors Paul Adams and Mike Straw 
clearly have decades of experience in 
change management, and this resonates 
through the writing. This book is more 
than an introduction to change; it feels 
like you are sitting across the table from 
them to learn about the discipline.

Formatted in an easy-to-read way – 
which includes key takeaways at the end 
of each chapter, real-life case studies 
and comparative lists between types of 
organisations – The Little Black Book of 

Change is grounded and accessible. This 
was one of the key things 

that makes the book 
so enjoyable: it is not 

based on pure theory, 
but on real business 
case studies, which 

helps the reader to 
understand how change 

is implemented from  
a practical perspective.
Reviewed by Jason Hesse 

PERFORMANCE COACHING  
FOR COMPLEX PROJECTS 
Author: Tony Llewellyn
ISBN: 978-1-4724-6180-3
Price: £40
Publisher: Gower Publishing

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

Performance Coaching for Complex 
Projects invites project managers to  
learn how to coach project teams as  
part of their main role. The primary idea 
behind the book is that team coaching 
can help project teams to work better 
and think through issues together before 
collectively implementing a solution.

Tony Llewellyn has split the book into 
two parts. The first looks at the challenges 
of complexity, while part two introduces a 
model of project team coaching, including 
the processes and methodologies that 
have been shown to be effective in 
improving team performance.

On top of theoretical models, the  
book offers real examples. These  
are especially useful as they help 
the reader understand how to better 
performance coaching in real life.  
Also engaging is the description of  
the more practical aspects of coaching,  
such as learning how to recognise 
personal preferences and character  
traits. These takeaway lessons will be 
useful in any workplace practice.
Reviewed by Tayvanie Nagendran

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO REVIEW A BOOK FOR PROJECT, THEN 
PLEASE CONTACT JASON HESSE editor@project-journal.co.uk

MEET THE PANEL
Simon Addyman is a programme 
and project manager at  
London Underground 
Jason Hesse is the editor of Project
Tayvanie Nagendran is director  
of KTN Group

 THE AUTHORS’ DECADES 
OF EXPERIENCE 
RESONATE THROUGH  
THE WRITING



It’s not like you, but you’ve only had three hours’ sleep. 
Three hours’ sleep after four hours spent worrying. 
The last thing you did before you got into bed was 
listen to the news. Bad move. It was full of huge, 
impossible challenges: how best to approach the 
issue of climate change; what to do about global 
terrorism; and how to tackle the slowing global 
economy and the shortage in the creation of  
low-tech, high-touch jobs around the globe.  

On top of that, you had your own worries.  
Earlier in the day, the conversation had not gone 
well. It started with, “Something must be done  
about our level of <insert challenge here>. And it 
must be done urgently. We are not <insert the sort  
of stuff your organisation worries about here>.  
You are going to deliver, and I need a detailed plan 
and business case by Monday.”

Fatal words, uttered by your vice president. You 
respond, demanding a clearer brief. His response:  
“If you can’t deliver, can you suggest someone else 
who can?” 

Stalemate. Where to start? Who to include?  
What to do? How to estimate the costs? How to 
scope it? How, even, to write a business case? Argh! 
If only you had a better brief. You’ve tried to create 
a Gantt chart and got stuck. You don’t have enough 
information for a critical path analysis and you 
definitely can’t do any present-value calculations. 
Could be one for agile? But what would your first 
sprint even be? 

When your organisation asks you to deliver a 
project unlike anything that has been done in the 
organisation before, in which the goals and how 
to achieve them are unclear, you will find yourself 
walking through a thick fog. 

These days, ‘foggy’ projects are more and more 
common. Recently, a Gartner study has confirmed 
the decline in painting-by-numbers projects.  
Foggy projects are hard to get a handle on and they 
churn up your emotions. So does that mean that, if 
you end up leading a foggy project, you are doomed? 
I believe not.

Today, as a project leader, you need to have the 
skills and capabilities to manage all change, however 
open and uncertain. You need to use different 

tools and techniques from the ones you learnt on 
your MBA, PRINCE2® or agile course. You need 
techniques and tools invented specifically for the 
‘new world’. So you don’t know what the project is? 
So you can’t plan it? No problem! 

First, you’ll quickly seek out ‘the size of the prize’, 
just so all the stakeholders can see if it’s worth 
pursuing. Quite simply, you can begin by describing 
the challenge as the gap between how things are  
now and how they need to be. 

And then, in rotation, describe: what happens  
if we don’t fix it, and its financial impact; what 
happens if we fix it, and the financial impact; and 
finally, why we haven’t fixed it yet, which delivers 
the scope of the project and the costs of execution.

Second, you’ll build a ‘straw man’ plan fast.  
For this, I tend to look into the future, when the 
project has been delivered, and I try to establish,  
with the key stakeholders, the actions and stages  
that must have been carried out to achieve success. 
This will provide you with an idea of the duration  
of the project and highlight the more risky elements, 
as well as identifying the stakeholders you must 
absolutely get on board. 

All the detail, discussion and negotiation happens 
after these two stages and is more likely to lead to  
an acceptable, actionable and deliverable outcome. 

So now you can get some sleep. And if we  
can find a way to share what we do in project 
management with world leaders, then perhaps 
project management can actually save the world. 

 PROFESSOR  
 EDDIE OBENG  is 
an educator, TED 
speaker and author 
of nine books 
including Perfect 
Projects, published 
by Pentacle Works, 
and All Change!  
The Project Leader’s 
Secret Handbook, 
published by the 
Financial Times. 
Reach Eddie  
on Twitter  
@EddieObeng 
or read his blog: 
ImagineAFish.com

How to deliver results, despite not 
knowing what to do or how to do it, 
according to EDDIE OBENG

FOGGY PROJECTS ARE HARD  
TO GET A HANDLE ON AND THEY 
CHURN UP YOUR EMOTIONS. 
SO DOES THAT MEAN THAT, IF 
YOU END UP LEADING A FOGGY 
PROJECT, YOU ARE DOOMED?  
I BELIEVE NOT 

???Can project  
management  
save the world?
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